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ABSTRACT Existing approaches to solving combinatorial optimization problems on graphs suffer from
the need to engineer each problem algorithmically, with practical problems recurring in many instances.
The practical side of theoretical computer science, such as computational complexity, then needs to be
addressed. Relevant developments in machine learning research on graphs are surveyed for this purpose. We
organize and compare the structures involved with learning to solve combinatorial optimization problems,
with a special eye on the telecommunications domain and its continuous development of live and research
networks.
INDEX TERMS combinatorial optimization, machine learning, deep learning, graph embeddings, graph
neural networks, attention mechanisms, reinforcement learning, communication networks, resource management.

I. INTRODUCTION

OMBINATORIAL optimization problems arise in various and heterogeneous domains such as routing,
scheduling, planning, decision-making processes, transportation and telecommunications, and therefore have a direct
impact on practical scenarios [1]. Existing approaches suffer
from certain limitations when applied to practical problems:
forbidding execution time and the need to hand engineer
algorithmic rules for each separate problem. The latter requires substantial domain knowledge, advanced theoretical
skills, and considerable development effort and time. At the
same time, the ability to run efficient algorithms is crucial for
solving present-day large-scale combinatorial optimization
challenges encountered in many established and emerging
heterogeneous areas. Recent years have seen a surge in the
development of the machine learning field and especially
in the deep learning and deep reinforcement learning areas.
This has led to dramatic performance improvements on many
tasks within diverse areas. The machine learning accomplishments together with the imperative need to efficiently solve
combinatorial optimization problems in practical scenarios
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(in terms of execution time and quality of the solutions) are
a major driving force for devising innovative solutions to
combinatorial challenges. We note that the inherent structure
of the problems in numerous fields or the data itself is that of
a graph [2]. In this light, it is of paramount interest to examine
the potential of machine learning for addressing combinatorial optimization problems on graphs and in particular, for
overcoming the limitations of the traditional approaches.
A. GOAL

With the present survey, we seek to answer a few relevant
questions: Can machine learning automate the learning of
heuristics for combinatorial optimization tasks to efficiently
solve such challenges? What are the core machine learning
methods employed for addressing these relevant for the practice problems? What is their applicability to practical domains? In other words, our goal is to bring insights into how
machine learning can be employed to solve combinatorial
optimization problems on graphs and how to apply machine
learning to similar challenges from the telecommunications
field.
1
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B. CONTRIBUTION

To answer these questions we:
•

•

•

•

•

Provide a brief introduction to combinatorial optimization (Section II) and fundamental problems in this area
(Appendix), as well as the specific motivating questions
that have prompted machine learning interest in tackling
combinatorial tasks (Section II-B).
Outline contemporary machine learning concepts and
methods employed for solving combinatorial optimization problems on graphs (Section III).
Present a set of (supervised and reinforcement) learning approaches to the surveyed problems (Section IV),
which provides a basis for analysis and comparison.
Introduce a new taxonomy based on problem setting—
we summarize performance results for each model developed for solving a particular combinatorial optimization problem on graphs (Section V). This categorization
brings new perspectives into understanding the models,
their potential as well as limitations. Furthermore, it
allows for: (1) understanding the current state-of-theart in the context of results produced by traditional,
non-learned methods and (2) understanding which tools
are potentially (more) suitable for solving each class of
problems. Such understanding can guide researchers towards aspects of the machine learning models that need
further improvement and practitioners in their choice
of models for solving the combinatorial problems they
have at hand.
Illustrate the applicability of the contemporary machine
learning concepts to the telecommunication networks
(Section VI) as the networking domain provides a rich
palette of combinatorial optimization problems.

C. RELATED WORK

As a result of the accelerated research in the machine learning
area, novel and advanced techniques for solving combinatorial optimization problems have been developed in the past
few years. Our focus is on these most recent advancements.
For an overview of earlier contributions and the history of
neural networks for combinatorial optimization (up to 1999),
see the review of Smith [3]. Lombardi and Milano [4] provide
a thorough overview of the use of machine learning in the
modeling component of any optimization process. In particular, this contemporary survey investigates the applicability
of machine learning to enhance the optimization process
by either learning single constraints, objective functions,
or the entire optimization model. The in-depth review of
Bengio et al. [5] investigates every aspect of the interplay
and envisioned synergy between the machine learning and
combinatorial optimization fields and suggests perspective
research directions at the intersection of these two disciplines
based on identified present shortcomings and perceived future advantages. The work of Mazyavkina et al. [6] has a
more narrow focus as it explores reinforcement learning as
a sole tool for solving combinatorial optimization problems.
2

The scope of our survey shares the same broad machine
learning for combinatorial optimization topic with the aforementioned works. However, we differ from prior art in a few
important aspects. First, our interest is in learning to solve
combinatorial optimization problems that can be formulated
on graphs because many real-world problems are defined
on graphs [2]. In contrast, Bengio et al. [5] focus on any
N P-hard combinatorial optimization problem. Mazyavkina
et al. [6] investigate reinforcement learning as a sole tool
for approximating combinatorial optimization problems of
any kind (not specifically those defined on graphs), whereas
we survey all machine learning methods developed or applied for solving combinatorial optimization problems with
focus on those tasks formulated on graphs. We also differ
in the audience, who for Bengio et al. [5] and Mazyavkina
et al. [6] is primarily the machine learning, mathematical
and operations research communities (as explicitly stated in
[6] and implicitly in [5] through the specialized literature
discussed therein). We aim at bringing insights into the
most recent machine learning approaches for combinatorial
optimization problems in an accessible to a broad readership
form (Section II to Section V), so that specialists from any
field of science can benefit from them. Moreover, unlike the
other surveys, we synthesize performance results reported
in the surveyed papers. We assemble them per class of
problems (Section V), which fosters conditions for revealing
current advantages and shortcomings of machine learning
approaches when contrasted with performance results from
traditional algorithms. The performance comparison between
machine learning models, on the other hand, allows for
discovering trends and for selecting the best (according to
some criteria) performing model for a given problem. In
addition and by contrast to existing surveys, we illustrate how
the machine learning structures used for solving combinatorial optimization problems on graphs can be leveraged to
combinatorial problems from the networking domain.
II. WHY LEARN TO SOLVE COMBINATORIAL
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS?

Formally, a combinatorial optimization problem can be defined as a set of instances C = {F, c}, where F is the set
of feasible solutions and c is a cost function: c : F 7→ R.
The task can be defined as: find the optimal feasible solution
(optimization version), find the cost of the optimal solution
(evaluation version), or the task can be formulated as a
question (namely as a decision problem): is there a feasible
solution f ∈ F such that c(f ) ≤ L, where L is some integer
(recognition version) [7].
The primary goal of combinatorial optimization is to
devise efficient algorithms for solving such problems. In
computer science, an algorithm is called efficient as long as
the number of elementary steps of the algorithm grows as
polynomial in the size of the input [7]. Problems that can be
solved in polynomial time by a deterministic algorithm are
called problems in P. However, most of the combinatorial
optimization problems are considered computationally inVOLUME 8, 2020
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tractable since no exact polynomial-time algorithm has been
devised for solving them yet. A problem is in N P if and
only if its decision problem is solvable in polynomial time
by some non-deterministic algorithm. A problem is called
N P-hard if every problem in N P can be reduced to it in
polynomial time. A problem is called N P-complete if it is in
N P and it is N P-hard.
Despite that many combinatorial optimization problems
are N P-hard, they arise in diverse real-life scenarios spanning telecommunications, transportation, routing, scheduling, planning, and decision making among many other fields,
and hence have a practical impact. A succinct reminder of
some of the most prominent and fundamental problems is
provided in the Appendix. Those are also the problems we
survey in this work. The selection of problems has been
mostly defined by two interrelated factors: the application
range of the particular combinatorial optimization task as
well as whether the problem has been on the radar of the machine learning research community. In the Appendix, we also
provide references to some exact, approximation, or metaheuristic algorithms that address the surveyed combinatorial
tasks. For some problems such as the maximum vertex cover,
lower and upper bounds on the computational complexity
have been determined (see Chen et al. [8], for example),
whereas other problems such as the vehicular routing problem are more difficult in terms of setting such computational
bounds. These studies are incorporated to set the relevant
context within which combinatorial optimization problems
are solved, namely examples of usual and more recent, nonlearned approaches. Some of the referenced works also assess
the complexity of the proposed algorithms. In the introduction to Section V, we provide the reader with references
that can serve as guidelines for evaluating the complexity
of different machine learning structures and approaches.
This combined material equips the reader with the necessary
sources for making further performance comparisons.
Computational complexity comes in many different forms:
time-, space- and sample-complexity; worst case, average
case, and canonical case. Often there is a trade-off between
these forms: a lower time-bound on worst case complexity
can be achieved by increasing memory power and hence
space complexity, for instance. Such trade-offs make it difficult to produce practically useful baselines from theoretical
investigations alone, for instance, in the form of Big O
expressions. In his seminal paper [9] from 1972, Karp discussed combinatorial optimization problems from an angle
that has inspired intense research over almost 50 years.
Since many combinatorial optimization problems do not have
exact solutions for the general case, approximate solutions
have replaced or supplemented more precise formulations.
Analogously, heuristics have replaced or augmented more
theoretical formulations, and this has happened often enough
for meta-heuristics to evolve as an important methodological
area [10]. Genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, branch
and bound, dynamic programming, and several other families
of algorithms are considered meta-heuristics approaches. For
VOLUME 8, 2020

coming to grips with most practical combinatorial optimization problems, new possibilities for sharing and evaluating
heuristics produced within the combinatorial optimization
community are more important to progress than theoretical
bounds. This trend is likely to continue in the future as it
is almost immune to new theoretical findings on individual
problems, and represents what the community thinks in that
practice and theory for combinatorial optimization problems
should be used in tandem for their successful implementation
and innovation.
A compact yet informative introduction to the subject of
combinatorial optimization is provided by Festa [1]. For
a thorough introduction to combinatorial optimization, see
Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [7] and refer to Garey and Johnson [11] for a book on the theory of N P-completeness and
computational intractability.
A. CHALLENGES FACED BY TRADITIONAL
APPROACHES

Due to the relevance of this class of problems, a rich literature on the subject has been developed in the past few
decades. Exact algorithms, exhausting all possible solutions
by enumeration, exhibit forbidding execution times when
solving large real-life problems. Approximate algorithms can
obtain near-optimal solutions for practical problems and in
general, provide theoretical guarantees for the quality of the
produced solutions. However, approximate algorithms are
only of theoretical value when their time complexity is a
higher-order polynomial [12], and importantly, such approximate approaches do not exist for all real-world problems.
Heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms are usually preferred
in practice because they offer a balance between execution
time and solution quality. In effect, they are often (much)
faster than exact solvers and approximate algorithms but they
lack theoretical guarantees for the solutions they can produce.
Nonetheless, the design process of such heuristic methods
requires specialized domain knowledge and involves trialand-error as well as tuning. Each combinatorial optimization
problem requires its own specialized algorithm. Whenever
a change in the problem setting occurs, the algorithm must
typically be revised, and the system needs to be optimized
anew. This can be impractical as most of the challenging
tasks that require optimization are large-scale in practice.
Another relevant aspect is the increasing complexity of such
problems of practical interest. Such complexity can quickly
lead to prohibitive execution times, even with the fastest
solvers. In practice, this can constitute a major obstacle in
using them for producing optimal solutions to real-world
problems with many constraints.
B. MOTIVATION FOR MACHINE LEARNING

In the context of the success attained by machine learning
in automating the learning and consequently the solving of
complex classification, prediction and decision tasks, and
the presence of the enumerated challenges of existing approaches, the natural question that arises is: Can machine
3
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learning be successfully employed to learn to solve combinatorial optimization problems?
The majority of the surveyed publications aim at answering this essential question, and in what follows, we give
a brief account of the specific motivation that has driven
the research endeavors behind each contribution. Specifically, to address the aforementioned question, Vinyals et
al. [13] construct a novel model, which through supervision can learn to approximate solutions to computationally
intractable combinatorial optimization problems. The work
of Bello et al. [14] is directed towards understanding how
machine learning in general and deep reinforcement learning
in particular can be used for addressing N P-hard problems,
specifically the planar TSP (see Appendix). Close to their
research perspective is that of Kool et al. [15], who do
not aim to outperform state-of-the-art TSP algorithms such
as Concorde [16] but instead focus their effort on making
progress in learning heuristics that can be applied to a broad
scope of different practical problems. Likewise, the goal of
Prates et al. [17] is not to devise a specialized TSP solver
but instead to investigate whether a graph neural network
can learn to solve this problem with as little supervision as
possible. Similarly, Lemos et al. [18] aim to show that a
simple learning structure such as a graph neural network can
be trained to solve fundamental combinatorial optimization
challenges such as the graph coloring problem.
The N P-complete propositional satisfiability (SAT) problem in computer science (see the Appendix) has a broad
scope of application in areas such as combinational equivalence checking, model checking, automatic test-pattern generation, planning and genetics [19]. Although Selsam et al.
[20] affirm that contemporary SAT solvers have been able to
solve practical tasks with variables in the order of millions,
their interest remains in verifying that a neural network can
be taught to solve SAT problems.
Some machine learning researchers, such as Nazari et
al. [21], have even more ambitious goals. Specifically, Nazari
et al. note that many exact and heuristic algorithms for VRP
exist, yet producing reliable results fast is still a challenge.
Therefore, in addition to automating the process of learning
to solve N P-hard problems without any meticulously handcrafted rules, the goal of Nazari et al. is to obtain a stateof-the-art quality of solutions and to produce these solutions
within reasonable time frames [21].
Another relevant observation that drives machine learning
research in combinatorial optimization is that it might not
be easy, even for experts with deep domain knowledge,
to detect complex patterns or specify by hand the useful
properties in data as noted by Li et al. [22]. Therefore, Li
et al. examine the potential of machine learning approaches
to learn from massive real-world datasets in order to approximate solutions to N P-hard problems. In the light of
the required specialized human knowledge for the design
of good heuristics, Dai et al. [23] pose the question: “Can
we automate this challenging, tedious process, and learn the
algorithms instead?” [23], p.1. In effect, Dai et al. develop
4

a framework that can learn efficient algorithms for a diverse
range of combinatorial optimization problems on graphs.
The research question asked by Mittal et al. [24] is whether
an approximate algorithm for solving an optimization problem can be learned from a distribution of graph instances so
that a problem on unseen graphs generated from the same
distribution can be solved by the learned algorithm. In other
words, the authors seek to understand whether learning can
be automated in a way that the learned algorithm generalizes
to unseen instances from the same data generating process.
Overall, the aforementioned contributions, which we synthesize and analyze in the sections that follow, explore and
bring valuable insights into the ability of machine learning to
serve as a general tool for efficiently solving combinatorial
optimization problems on graphs.
III. SPECIALIZED, CONTEMPORARY MACHINE
LEARNING METHODS

We assume that the reader has a basic understanding of
core machine learning principles. The fundamental concept
underlying the primary building block of deep learning,
namely the (artificial) neural network, is of special relevance.
Different neural networks enable the learning of different
data structures and representations, among which convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks are
central for the reminder of this survey. The books of Bishop
[25], Goodfellow et al. [26], and Murphy [27] offer an indepth study of machine learning. A brief primer to the area
is provided by Simone et al. [28], as well as by machine
learning surveys (see for instance [29] and Fig. 1 therein).
The material presented below is a brief introduction to
the essence of those contemporary machine learning structures that are the basis for the learning models surveyed in
Section IV. In other words, this section is tailored for readers with a machine learning background but no familiarity
with attention mechanisms, graph neural networks, and deep
reinforcement learning. Readers well acquainted with these
ideas and the theory behind might, without loss of continuity,
proceed directly to Section IV.
A. ATTENTION MECHANISMS

Recall that a recurrent neural network (RNN) is a generalization of a feedforward network specialized for processing
sequential data (such as text, audio and video as well as time
series) [26]. In its basic form, an RNN computes a sequence
of outputs (y1 , ..., yn ) from a sequence of inputs (x1 , ..., xn )
by iteratively solving the equation as follows:
ht = f (xt , ht−1 ),
or in an expanded form:
ht = f (W hx xt + W hh ht−1 + bh ),
where ht denotes a hidden unit at time step t, W is a weight
matrix shared across all hidden units and bh is the bias.
The activation function f is non-linear, usually the sigmoid
or hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function. The main problem
VOLUME 8, 2020
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observed in the traditional RNNs is their short-term memory
due to the vanishing gradient problem, which can occur
during back propagation when the processed sequence is
long. State-of-the-art RNNs use advanced mechanisms such
as long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent units
(GRUs) [30]) to overcome this problem.
Sequence-to-sequence learning [31] was introduced to
solve the general problem of mapping a fixed-dimensional
input to a fixed-dimensional output of potentially different
length when the input and output dimensions are not known
a priori and can vary. The idea is to use an encoder–decoder
architecture based on two LSTM (the same or different)
networks, namely the first neural network maps the input
sequence to a fixed-sized vector, and then the other LSTM
maps the vector to the target sequence [31]. An aspect of
this approach is that a variable-input sequence must be compressed into a single, fixed-length vector. This can become
an obstacle when the input sequences are longer than those
observed during training and, in effect, can degrade the
predicting performance of the model [32].
Attention mechanisms have emerged as a solution to the
limitations of the aforementioned encoder–decoder architectures. In essence, attention allows the decoder to use any of
the encoder hidden states instead of using the fixed-length
vector produced by the encoder at the end of the input
sequence (the last hidden state of the encoder). This idea
was introduced by Bahdanau et al. [32], who augmented
the basic encoder-decoder structure by encoding the input
sequence into a sequence of vectors. An additional neural
network adaptively chooses (‘pays attention to’) a subset of
the vectors (most) relevant for generating a correct output
during decoding. In summary, the proposed extension allows
the model to encode the input sequence to a variable length
vector instead of squashing the source—regardless of its
dimension—into a vector with a pre-defined length [32]. An
improved predicting performance is observed as a result of
the selective use of relevant information.
In order to mathematically define the model, let us denote
the encoder and decoder hidden states with (e1 , ..., en ) and
(d1 , ..., dm ), respectively. The attention vector, at any given
time i, is computed as the affinity between the decoder state
and all encoder states:
uij = f (W1 ej + W2 di ),

j ∈ (1, ..., n)

(1)

aij = softmax(uij ),
n
X
ci =
aij ej ,

j ∈ (1, ..., n)

(2)
(3)

j=1

where uij scores the extent to which the input elements
around position j and the output at position i match. Then,
the attention vector a is obtained by the softmax function,
which normalizes the scores to sum up to 1. Lastly, the encoder states are weighted by a to obtain the context vector c.
This vector c and the decoder state d are concatenated to
1) make predictions and 2) obtain hidden states, which are
the input to the recurrent model during the next step. In
VOLUME 8, 2020

summary, the attention model uses the additional information
provided by the context vector together with the decoder state
to produce predictions, which are shown to be better than
those of the sequence-to-sequence model [32], [13].
The model is trained (its parameters, W1 and W2 in
(1), are learned) by maximizing the conditional probabilities
p(C P |P; θ) of selecting the optimal solution C P given the
input sequence P = (P1 , ..., Pn ) and the parameters θ
(where θ accounts for W1 , W2 as well as any other possible
parameters) of the model [13]:
X
θ∗ = arg max
log p(C P |P; θ).
(4)
θ

P,C P

Once the parameters of the model have been learned θ∗ , they
can be used to make inference: given an input sequence P,
select the output sequence with the highest probability CˆP =
arg maxC P p(C P |P; θ∗ ) [13].
Another novel development based on attention mechanisms is the Transformer proposed by Vaswani et al. [33].
In its essence, the Transformer [33] is an encoder-decoder
structure. However, it substantially differs from other attention frameworks in that the RNNs are replaced with a stack
of self-attention layers with positional encodings, which are
implemented with neural networks of fully connected layers.
Self-attention is a mechanism for representing an input sequence through the attention that each input element needs
to pay to the other elements of that sequence. The attention
function is viewed as a mapping of a query and a set of keyvalue pairs to an output. First, the input is represented in three
different ways (query, key, and value) by multiplying it with
three different (matrices of) weights. Then, the (dot) product
of the query with all keys is computed, and after applying
the softmax function, the weights of the values are obtained.
The output is an aggregate of the weighted values. Vaswani et
al. [33] extend the single self-attention mechanism to multihead attention by using different linear projections of the
queries, keys, and values over the same original input. The
attention is applied in parallel to all of them. The resulting
values are concatenated and projected once more to obtain
the final values. This procedure allows the model to consider
simultaneously relevant information from different positions.
The motivation behind the development of this novel yet
simpler encoder-decoder architecture is three-fold: the computational complexity per layer, the potential for parallelization (the sequential nature of the RNNs is an obstacle for
parallelized training of the model) and the computation for
learning long-range dependences between elements in the
sequence (constant for the Transformer architecture whereas
for the sequence models with attention it is linear in the size
of the sequence, which makes it more difficult for the latter
to learn long-range dependences). The superior performance
of the Transformer on translation tasks—measured in terms
of run time and quality of the translation—is attributed to the
aforementioned features, namely parallelization capacity and
ability to learn long-range dependencies in long sequences,
respectively [33].
5
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B. GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS

A graph G in its simplest form G = hV, Ei is defined
by its vertices (nodes) v ∈ V and edges (arcs) e ∈ E.
Data in numerous practical applications and domains (such
as communication networks, sensor networks, urban computing, computer vision, ecology, bioinformatics, neuroscience,
chemoinformatics, social networks, recommender networks,
(scientific) citations, and much more, see [34], [2], [35]
and references therein) can be naturally and conveniently
represented as graphs. The list of practical applications with
graph data and the large body of work in the deep learning
and data mining communities developed for accounting for
such data attest to the ubiquity of graphs as a relevant data
structure. How data is represented has a direct impact on
the learning and eventually, on the performance of machine
learning models. Therefore, in Table 1, we have collected
several extensive reviews and surveys on various aspects of
graph embedding techniques and graph neural networks. This
subsection is a snapshot of this major effort and its goal is to
briefly introduce the essence of those graph neural networks
that we refer to in the sections that follow.
The central assumption about graph structured data is that
there exist meaningful relations between the elements of the
graph, which if known can bring insights into the data and
can be used for other downstream machine learning tasks
(such as prediction and classification). Naive implementation
of traditional feedforward, recurrent or convolutional neural
networks may make simplifying assumptions to accommodate the graph structured data in their frameworks. Graph
neural networks (GNNs) have been introduced to overcome
such limitations: they process graph input and learn the
potentially complex relations as well as the rules that guide
these relations. The essential idea of the GNN proposed by
Scarselli et al. [40] and all GNNs that have been subsequently
developed is to efficiently capture the (often complex) interaction between individual nodes by updating the states
of the nodes. A node’s hidden state is recurrently updated
in [40] by exchanging information (node embeddings) with
neighboring nodes until a stable equilibrium is reached:
X
h(t)
f (xv , xe(v,u) , xu , h(t−1)
),
(5)
v =
u
u∈N (v)

where the node embeddings are initialized randomly and f ()
is an arbitrary differentiable function that is a contraction
mapping1 , so that the node embeddings converge. The node
hidden states are sent to a read-out layer once a convergence
is reached. Nowadays, GNNs exist in different forms (see
[39]) and GNN is used as a general term to denominate neural
networks that process graph structure data.
Li et al. [41] extend and modify the GNN framework by
employing GRUs and back propagation through time, which
removes the need to recurrently solve (5) until convergence.
Some advantages of this framework are: node embeddings
1 Recall that a contraction shrinks (contracts) the distance between two
points.
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can be initialized with node features and intermediate outputs
(in the form of subgraphs) can be used [2]. The update
equation takes the form:
X
(t−1)
h(t)
W h(t−1)
,
),
v = GRU (hv
u
u∈N (v)

where W is a trainable weight matrix.
Graph convolutional networks (GCN) generalize the convolution operation to graph data. They generate a representation of each node by aggregating the features of the
node with those of its neighbors. In contrast to recurrent
GNNs (an instance of which is [40]), which use the same
graph recurrent layer and contractive constraints to update
nodes representations, GCNs use a stack of convolutional
layers each with its own weights. GNNs are split into two
categories: spectral and spatial based [39]. The former have
their roots in graph signal processing and use filters for defining the convolutions (interpreted as removing noise from
data). The latter inherit the information propagation idea of
recurrent graph networks to define the convolution.
Message passing neural network (MPNN) [42] is a general
framework of spatial-based GCNs. The graph convolutions
are performed as a message passing process in which information is interchanged between nodes through the edges that
connect them. The message passing function is given by [39]:
X
(k−1)
h(k)
,
mk (h(k−1)
, h(k−1)
, xevu )),
v = uk (hv
v
u
u∈N (v)

where k is the layer index, u denotes the update function and
m–the message passing function. The hidden representation
of the nodes can be passed to an output layer or the representations can be forwarded to a read-out function to produce a
useful representation of the entire graph.
Most recently, attention mechanisms have been incorporated into GNNs to improve the graph deep learning methods
by allowing the model to focus on the most relevant taskrelated information for making decisions. The graph attention network (GAN) proposed by Veličković et al. [43] is
based on (stacking) a graph attention layer. The input to this
layer are the node features and the produced output is another
set of node features of a higher-level. These are computed
through attention coefficients, which indicate the importance
of the features of node v to node u. This attention mechanism
prioritizes task relevant information by aggregating neighbor
node embeddings (‘messages’). The aggregation is produced
by defining a probability distribution over them. In its most
general form, the model can drop all structural information
by allowing each node to attend to every other node in the
graph. Similarly to Vaswani et al. [33], the authors have
found that multi-head attention can stabilize the learning process and thus be beneficial. Veličković et al. [43] list several
advantages of their approach among which are increased
model capacity (due to the implicit assignment of different
importance scores to nodes from the same neighborhood),
increased computational efficiency (as the operation of the
attention layer can be parallelized across all edges), increased
VOLUME 8, 2020
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Reference
Hamilton et al. [2]

Year
2017

Goyal and Ferrara [34]

2018

Zhang et al. [36]

2018

Cai et al. [37]

2018

Zhang et al. [38]
Li et al. [35]

2019
2019

Wu et al. [39]

2020

Summary
review of methods (including matrix factorization-based methods, random-walk based algorithms and
graph neural networks) to embed individual nodes as well as entire (sub)graphs, outline of applications
summary of graph embedding challenges, categorization of approaches into factorization methods, random walks,
and deep learning, and analysis of their performance on common datasets based on open-source Python library
categorization based on model architecture: graph recurrent neural networks, graph convolutional networks,
graph autoencoders, graph reinforcement learning, and graph adversarial methods,
analysis of differences, outline of applications
a problem-based graph embedding taxonomy, analysis of surveyed graph embedding techniques,
categorization of applications enabled by graph embedding into node, edge and graph related
survey of spectral and spatial graph convolutional networks, categorization based on applications
introduction of three taxonomies based on problem setting (type of input and output),
type of attention mechanism used, and the task (graph classification, link prediction), outline of challenges
categorization of graph neural networks into: recurrent graph neural networks,
convolutional graph neural networks, graph autoencoders, spatial-temporal graph neural networks,
discussion of applications, summary of the open source codes, benchmark of datasets, evaluation of models

TABLE 1: Surveys and reviews of graph representation learning: graph embeddings and graph neural networks in their different flavors.

interpretability and that the model can be used for inductive
learning involving tasks for which it is evaluated on unseen
graph instances. For other approaches that incorporate attention into the GNN, see [35].
Graph embedding techniques aim at representing a network of nodes as low-dimensional vectors while preserving the graph structure and node content information. Such
information-preserving embeddings are aimed at easing the
subsequent graph analytics tasks (such as classification, clustering, and recommendation) [39]. Deep learning methods
address a learning task from end to end, whereas graph
embedding techniques first reduce the graph data into lowdimensional space and then forward the new representation
to machine learning methods for downstreaming tasks, see
Hamilton et al. [2] and Cai et al. [37] for comprehensive
overviews of graph embedding techniques.
C. (DEEP) REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Reinforcement learning is goal-oriented learning from interaction and therefore conceptually different from two other
primary and popular machine learning approaches: supervised and unsupervised. In contrast to them, reinforcement
learning learns from interacting with an (uncertain) environment (instead of being instructed by a teacher / labeled
dataset as in supervised learning) to maximize a reward function (instead of finding hidden patterns as in unsupervised
learning). In addition, reinforcement learning implements exploration and exploitation mechanisms, which are not present
in the aforementioned approaches2 .
Reinforcement learning has four basic elements: a policy
(strategy followed by the learning agent), a reward signal (a
single value, called reward, received by the learning agent at
every time step), a value function (which could be considered
as the long-term reward), and, optionally, a model of the
environment (based on which model-based and model-free
reinforcement learning methods are differentiated). The main
goal of the reinforcement learning agent is to maximize the
total reward (or return, the expected sum of future rewards).
2 For

an in-depth treatment, see the book of Sutton and Barton [44].
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There are two main families of approaches in reinforcement learning: tabular solution methods and approximate
solution methods [44]. From the rich literature on reinforcement learning methods, we succinctly explain the essence
of those used in the machine learning for combinatorial
optimization approaches, described in Section IV.
Tabular methods. When the state space and action set,
introduced below, are small enough, the approximate value
functions can be represented as tables. The methods then can
often find the exact optimal solution and exact optimal policy.
The Markov decision process, which is a fundamental mathematical model M for analytically representing the interaction
between a system (such as a reinforcement learning agent)
and its environment M = hS, A, T, R, γi, is defined by:
• a state space S,
• a set of actions A,
• a transition model T : S × A → S, st+1 = T (st , at ),
• a reward function R : S × A → R , Rt+1 = R(st , at ),
• a discount factor (discount rate) 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1.
The return is defined by:
Gt =

∞
X

γ i R(st+i+1 , at+i+1 ),

(6)

i=0

and the goal can be formulated as:
max Gt
π

such that

st+1 = T (st , π(s)).

The discount factor is a user-defined value that balances the
weight given to the immediate reward with that of future
rewards [44]. If γ = 0, at time step t, the agent is interested in
maximizing the immediate reward R(st+1 , at+1 ) [44] only.
If γ < 1, the sum (6) is finite, assuming the reward sequence
is bounded. When γ approaches its maximum, the agent
considers future returns more strongly. In short, the discount
factor γ defines the value of the future rewards: at i time steps
in the future, the reward is worth γ −i times less than when
it is received immediately. For γ = 1, all (immediate and
future) rewards are given equal weight.
A policy, π, is a mapping from the space of states to the
set of actions, π : S → A. A value function vπ : S → R
7
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assigns to each state s ∈ S a single value vπ ∈ R, which is a
measure of the usefulness of being in state s when following
policy π. It is calculated as the expected return when starting
in s and following π thereafter:
∞
hX
i
vπ (st ) = E
γ i R(st+i , π(st+i ))|st = s .
i=0

Similarly, we can define the action-value function qπ that
takes into account the impact of taking an action a when
being in a state s and following policy π:
qπ (st , at ) =R(st , at )+
∞
hX
i
E
γ i R(st+i , π(st+i ))|st = s, at = a .
i=0

instability. A solution often used in the works reviewed in
the next section, is the experience replay buffer, which stores
past sequential experiences. The buffer is randomly sampled
during training to avoid temporal correlations.
Approximate solution methods. In arbitrary large state
spaces, it is not practical and often not feasible even under
the assumption of infinite time and data, to find an optimal
policy. Therefore, an approximate solution is preferred instead. REINFORCE [47] is an approximate, policy-gradient
method that learns a parametrized policy based on a gradient
of some scalar performance measure J(θ) with respect to θ,
the parameter vector of the policy π(θ). If the objective of
the reinforcement learning can be formulated as finding the
optimal parameters θ∗ of the parametrized policy:
θ∗ = arg max J(θ),

A value-function always obeys the recursive relation:

θ

vπ (s) = R(s, π(s)) + γvπ (T (s, π(s)))

(7)

known as the Bellman equation [44].
The value function of an optimal policy π ∗ is the maximum
over all possible policies:
v∗ (s) := max vπ (s),
π

(8)

and is called the optimal value function. Likewise, the optimal action-value function is given by:
q∗ (s, a) := max qπ (s, a).
π

(9)

The latter two are related through:
v∗ (s) = max
q∗ (s, a).
0
a ∈A

The recursive relation for the optimal value function
v∗ (s) = max
[R(s, a) + γv∗ (T (s, a))]
0
a ∈A

is known as the Bellman optimality equation.
It has been shown that a solution to the Bellman equation,
when the transition function is unknown, can be found by
an iterative process. Watkins devised the Q-learning algorithm [45] based on this fact. It is a simple yet powerful
method for estimating q∗ (9). The Q-learning algorithm involves creating a Q-table consisting of all possible combinations of states and actions. The agent updates the entries
of the table according to the reward it receives when taking
an action (i.e., interacting with the environment). The values
in the Q-table reflect the cumulative reward assuming that
the same policy will be followed thereafter. However, in
real-world scenarios the Q-table can become very large and
hence infeasible to construct. To overcome such a challenge,
Minh et al. [46] have introduced an advanced algorithm
based on Q-learning and deep neural networks, called Deep
Q-Network (DQN) (recognized as a milestone in the development of the deep reinforcement learning). The DQN,
which is a convolutional neural network, learns the optimal
policy using end-to-end reinforcement learning. Minh et al.
have also introduced several techniques to address common
reinforcement learning problems such as divergence and
8

then J(θ) can be defined as the expectation of the return
(total reward when starting at state s and follow policy π).
Its gradient can be calculated and used to directly improve
the policy. In particular, the REINFORCE algorithm consists
of three iterative steps: 1) run the policy π, 2) calculate the
gradient of the optimization objective ∆θ J(θ), and 3) adjust
the values of the parameters accordingly θ ← θ + α∆θ J(θ).
Actor-critic methods. Actor-critic methods are hybrid
approaches that amalgamate the benefits of value-based and
policy-based methods. Value-based methods (such as DQN)
are reinforcement learning algorithms that evaluate the optimal cumulative reward and aim at finding an optimal policy
π ∗ by obtaining an optimal value function (8) or optimal
action-value function (9). Policy-based methods (such as REINFORCE) aim at estimating the optimal strategy directly by
optimizing a parametric function (typically a neural network)
representing the policy (the value is secondary, if calculated
at all). In actor-critic methods, the policy structure responsible for selecting the actions is known as an actor, whereas the
estimated value function, which ‘criticizes’ the actions of the
actor is known as a critic. After the agent selects an action,
the critic evaluates the new state and determines the quality
of the outcome of the action. Both actor and critic rely on
gradients to learn.
Asynchronous advantage actor critic (A3C) [48] employs
asynchronous gradient descent for optimizing a deep neural
network. DQN and other deep reinforcement algorithms that
use experience replay buffers require a large amount of
memory to store experience samples among other factors.
The agents in A3C asynchronously act on multiple parallel
instances of the environment thus avoiding the need of the
experience replay buffer. This reduces correlation of the
experiences and the parallel learning actors have a stabilizing
effect on the training process. In addition to improved performance, the training time is reduced significantly. The synchronous version of this model, advantage actor critic (A2C),
waits for each learning actor to finish its experience before
conducting an update. The performance of the asynchronous
and synchronous methods are comparable.
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 1: An overview of the contemporary machine learning approaches and structures employed to solve the surveyed combinatorial optimization
problems on graphs. The categorization is based first on the type of learning—reinforcement or supervised—followed by the type of learning structure. The
combinatorial optimization problems addressed by each combination of a learning approach and a learning structure are listed together with the corresponding
research contributions and their timeline.

IV. LEARNING TO SOLVE COMBINATORIAL
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS ON GRAPHS

The categorization of the machine learning models for solving combinatorial optimization problems on graphs presented
below is based first on the learning structure: attention mechanisms, GNN, and their variants. Then, within each category,
we differentiate the contributions based on the machine learning approach—supervised or reinforcement—and, wherever
possible, a chronological order is followed.
Fig. 1 depicts this categorization along with the surveyed
problems, the contributions, and the timespan of the contemporary machine learning research for combinatorial optimization up to the writing of the survey.
A. ATTENTION MECHANISMS: POINTER NETWORKS
AND TRANSFORMER ARCHITECTURE
1) Supervised learning

The sequence-to-sequence and attention models summarized
in Section III-A address some of the challenges discussed
earlier: the need to know a priori the dimensions of the
sequences (solved by the former architecture) and the requirement to map sequences of different dimensions to a
VOLUME 8, 2020

fixed-length vector (solved by the latter framework). Despite
the progress made in extending the range of problems that
can be tackled and in achieving improved performance as
demonstrated in [31] and [32], the sequence-to-sequence
model with input attention still has one limitation left—
it requires the length of the output sequence to be fixed a
priori [13]. Therefore, this framework cannot be applied to
the class of problems with a variable output that depends on
the length of the input. Several combinatorial optimization
tasks belong to this class of problems and this observation
has motivated Vinyals et al. [13] to develop a novel neural
architecture called pointer network. It has proven to be a
machine learning breakthrough that has served as a basis
for solving diverse tasks. We summarize it below from the
perspective of solving combinatorial optimization problems.
The pointer network [13] targets scenarios with discrete
outputs that correspond to positions in the input. It modifies
(reduces) the neural attention mechanism of Bahdanau [32]
as follows. Instead of blending the encoder hidden states ej
into a context vector c (3) at each decoder step, the proposed
model [13] uses attention to point to a member of the input
9
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sequence to be selected as the output:
uij

= f (W1 ej + W2 di ),
i

a = softmax(u ),

j ∈ (1, ..., n)

(10)
(11)

where softmax normalizes the vector ui to obtain a probability distribution a over the sequence of inputs [13]. Then, uij
are the pointers to the input elements.
Vinyals et al. [13] solve three non-trivial combinatorial
optimization problems of geometric nature—finding planar
convex hulls3 , computing Delaunay triangulations4 , and solving the planar (2D Euclidean) TSP—with the pointer network
trained with labeled data. The authors report performance
improvement over the sequence-to-sequence and attention
architectures (the same architecture was used in [13] for
solving the three combinatorial optimization problems without hyper-parameter tuning; in principle, such tuning might
bring additional performance gains). We discuss the pointer
network when applied to the planar TSP below.
An LSTM encoder is fed with a sequence of vectors,
which represent the nodes that need to be visited. It generates
new encodings (a new representation of each node). Another
LSTM, using the pointer mechanism described earlier, produces a probability distribution a, see (11), over the nodes.
The node to be visited next is the one with the highest
probability. The procedure is iteratively repeated to obtain the
final solution, namely a permutation over the input sequence
of nodes (a tour).
2) Reinforcement learning

The approach proposed by Vinyals et al. [13] was designed
to tackle combinatorial optimization problems for which the
output depends on the length of the input. The main limitation
of [13] is that it relies on the availability of training examples
as noted by Bello et al. [14]. First, it might be infeasible
or computationally expensive to obtain labels for (large)
combinatorial optimization problem instances. Second, the
model performance is determined (and often limited) by
the quality of the solutions (labels). Lastly, the supervised
approach of Vinyals et al. [13] can only find solutions that
already exist or can be generated (by the supervisor). To
overcome these constraints, Bello et al. [14] propose to learn
from experience.
Bello et al. [14] tackle the TSP by using a pointer network
in a fashion similar to Vinyals et al. [13], namely for sequentially predicting the next node from a tour. However, instead
of training the model with labeled data, the authors optimize
the parameters of the pointer network with model-free policybased reinforcement learning, where the reward signal is the
expected tour length. Specifically, the authors use an actorcritic algorithm that combines two different policy gradient
approaches. Reinforcement learning pre-training uses the
3 The convex hull of a geometrical object is the smallest convex set that
contains the object.
4 A Delanuay triangulation of a given set of discrete points P in a plane
is a triangulation for which points belonging to the set do not reside in the
circle around any triangle in the Delaunay triangulation of P .
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expected reward as objective. Active search does not use
pre-training but begins with a random policy, optimizes the
parameters of the pointer network iteratively, and retains the
best solution found during search. In the former, a greedy
approach is applied—during decoding the next city of the
tour is the node with the highest probability. In the latter case,
two different possibilities are explored: sampling, where multiple candidate tours from the stochastic policy are sampled
and the shortest one is selected, and active search with or
without pre-training. The parameters of the stochastic policy
are refined during inference in order to minimize the loss
(for active search). The advantage of active search without
pre-training when contrasted to reinforcement learning with
pre-training is that the former is distribution-independent,
whereas the generalization capacity of the latter depends on
the training data distribution.
The main constraint of the model developed by Bello et
al. is that it is applicable to static problems (specifically,
to the TSP in its basic form as defined in the Appendix),
but not to dynamic systems that change over time (such
as VRP with demands, where the demands are dynamic
entities as once satisfied they become zero). To overcome
this limitation, Nazari et al. [21] enhance the model [14] so
that it can address both static and dynamic problems (the
authors focus on the VRP family). Specifically, Nazari et
al. [21] omit the encoder as neither TSP nor VRP has a
naturally ordered, sequential input (any arbitrary permutation
on the input nodes contains exactly the same information as
the original list of nodes). Instead of an encoder, the authors
embed each node by using its coordinates and demand value
(a tuple of node’s features) into a high-dimensional vector.
Similar to the previous two approaches, Nazari et al. use an
RNN decoder coupled with a particular attention mechanism.
The decoder is fed with the static elements, whereas the
attention layer takes as input the dynamic elements too.
The variable-length alignment vector extracts from the input
elements the relevant information to be used in the next
decoding step. As a result, when the system state changes, the
updated embeddings can be effectively calculated. Similar to
[14], for training the model Nazari et al. use a policy gradient
approach that consists of an actor network for predicting the
probability distribution of the next action and a critic network
for estimating the reward. The most appealing advantage
of this framework is that the learning procedure is easy to
implement as long as the cost of a given solution can be
computed (as it provides the reward that drives the learning
of the policy).
Deudon et al. [49] propose a data-driven hybrid heuristic
for solving TSP. They build their model upon the framework
proposed by Bello et al. [14] by substituting the recurrent
neural network with attention (used as encoder), by a Transformer architecture [33] (recall that the latter is based solely
on (multi-head) attention mechanisms, see Section III-A).
The framework is further enhanced by combining the REINFORCE [47] learning rule with a 2-opt heuristic procedure
[50]. Deudon et al. show that by combining learned and traVOLUME 8, 2020
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ditional heuristics they can obtain results closer to optimality
than with the model of Bello et al. [14].
Kool et al. [15] apply the general concept of a deep neural
network with attention mechanism, whose parameters are
learned from experience, to solve TSP as well as VRP and
their variants. In contrast to the previous three models [13],
[14], [21], which use RNNs (usually LSTMs) in the encoderdecoder architecture, the authors apply the concept of a
GAN [43] (see Section IV-B), which introduces invariance
to the input order of the nodes as well as improved learning
efficiency. As in the model proposed by Deudon et al. [49],
both the encoder and decoder are attention-based (the model
is inspired by the Transformer architecture of Vaswani et
al. [33]; the main differences between the Kool et al. [15]
and Deudon et al. [49] models are described in Appendix
B in [15]). In fact, the attention mechanism is interpreted
as a weighted message passing algorithm with which nodes
interchange and extract needed information. The input to
the decoder are both the graph embedding and the nodes
embeddings produced by the encoder. In addition, during
the decoding step, the graph is augmented with a special
context node, which consists of the graph embedding and
the first and the last (from the currently constructed partial
tour) output nodes. The attention layer is computed using
messages only to the context node. The model is trained
with REINFORCE [47] gradient estimator. At test time, two
different approaches are used: greedy decoding (which at
each step takes the best, according to the model, action)
or sampling, where several solutions are sampled and the
best one is reported. The results reported in [15] prove that
more sampling improves the quality of the results but at an
increased computational cost. One of the advantages of the
algorithm in comparison with the RNN approaches is that
the GAN enables parallelization, which explains its increased
efficiency (shorter execution time, see Section V-A).
The focus of Ma et al. [51] is on large-scale TSP and
time-constrained TSP. The methodology applied is similar
to that of the aforementioned studies [14], [21], [15], and
[49]: an encoder-decoder architecture with attention mechanism to sequentially generate a solution to the combinatorial
optimization problem and learn from experience to train the
model. In comparison with Bello et al. [14], Ma et al. extend
the pointer network with graph embedding layers and call
the resulting architecture graph pointer network. Specifically,
the embedding consists of (point) encoder for each city and
graph embedding for the entire graph (all cities together). The
latter is obtained with a GNN. The authors also add a vector
context to the network with the aim to generalize to larger
instances (see Section V-A). The vector context is applied
only to large instances and consists of the vectors pointing
from the current city to all other cities. For TSP with time
constraints, the authors employ a hierarchical reinforcement
learning framework inspired by Haarnoja [52]. The hierarchy
consists of several (in [51], two) layers, each with its own
policy and hand-engineered reward. The lower layers reward
functions are designed to ensure that the solutions are in the
VOLUME 8, 2020

feasible set of the constrained optimization problem, whereas
the highest layer reward function adheres to the ultimate
optimization objective. A policy gradient method based on
REINFORCE [47] learns a hierarchical policy at each layer.
Previous approaches [13], [14], [15], [49], and [23] (see
Section IV-B2 for an overview of [23]) incrementally create a
solution by adding one node at each step. Wu et al. [53] argue
that learning such construction heuristics can be suboptimal
since procedures such as those proposed by Kool et al. [15]
rely on sampling to generate multiple solutions and select
the best one. However, these are generated by the same
constructive heuristics. Therefore, the quality of the solution
might not be improved further [53]. By contrast, Wu et
al. [53] propose a method for directly learning improvement
heuristics for TSP. Such heuristics need an initial solution,
which is replaced by a new one from its neighborhood in
the direction of better quality in terms of optimality. This
process is repeated iteratively. Usually, the new solution is
obtained by manually engineered heuristics. Wu et al. [53]
instead exploit deep reinforcement learning to obtain better
improvement heuristics. The deep neural network is founded
on the Transformer [33] and an actor-critic algorithm based
on REINFORCE [47] is employed for training. The authors
note that their architecture can adopt several pairwise local
operators such as the 2-opt [50] heuristic.
B. GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS
1) Supervised learning

A core element of the supervised framework proposed by
Li et al. [22] for solving N P-hard problems, namely SAT,
MIS, MVC, MC, is a GCN. The GCN is trained to estimate
the likelihood of a node participating in the sought optimal
solution. Since such an approach can produce more than one
optimal solution and each node can participate in several
solutions, the authors use a specialized structure and loss that
allows them to differentiate between various solutions. The
trained GCN then guides a tree search procedure, which runs
in parallel. The resulting framework produces a large number
of potential solutions, which are refined one at a time. The
final output is the best (among all obtained) result.
Mittal et al. [24] learn to solve the influence maximization5
(IM), MVC and MCP problems on billion-size graphs. The
framework builds upon the architecture proposed by Dai
et al. [23]. It is end-to-end too, but unlike the S2V-DQN
architecture [23], the framework of Mittal et al. [24] is supervised, which according to the authors yields higher quality
predictions. It consists of two training phases: a supervised
GCN that learns useful individual node embeddings (namely,
embeddings that encode the effect of a node on the solution
set) and a deep neural network that predicts the nodes that
collectively form an optimal or close to optimal solution
5 The influence maximization problem is typical for applications within
the social sciences such as viral marketing. In this context, the task is to find
k nodes from a graph G with diffusion probabilities (represented by edge
weights), that can initially receive information to maximize the influence of
this information to the network (i.e., G).
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set. In other words, the GCN identifies the potential solution
nodes and passes them to a deep neural network that learns a
Q-function for predicting the solution set.
Common for the formalism introduced by Dai et al. [23]
and followed by Mittal et al. [24] is that a solution is gradually built by incorporating to the solution subset one node at
a time. According to Barret et al. [54] such straightforward
application of Q-learning to combinatorial optimization can
be suboptimal since it is challenging to learn a single function
approximation of (9) that generalizes across all possible
graphs. Therefore, Barret et al. [54] propose an alternative
exploration approach in which the reinforcement learning
agent is trained to explore the solution space at test time.
The Q-value (learned by a message passing neural network)
of adding or removing a node from the solution set is reevaluated and can be reversed. In short, instead of learning
to construct a single solution, the agent can revise its earlier
decisions and can continuously seek to improve its decisions
by exploring at test time. Central for improved performance
(over sequentially building a solution) is how the reward
is shaped. Furthermore, Barret et al. build heuristics based
on observations for deciding on the value of a node (inclusion/exclusion from the solution set). The exploratory
combinatorial optimization approach addresses the MaxCut
problem but the authors suggest that it is general enough to be
applicable to any combinatorial optimization task on a graph.
Nowak et al. [55] solve the quadratic assignment problem
(TSP is an instance of it). The problem is defined by two
sets (facilities and locations) of equal size n. A distance and
a flow are defined for each pair of facilities and these two
attributes define the cost. The objective is to assign each
facility to a different location such that the total cost is
minimized. The authors employ a GNN since the quadratic
assignment problem naturally lends itself to being formulated
on graphs (recall that GNNs have been specifically developed
for graph structured data). Nowak et al. draw two possible
formulations of a data-driven approach for solving TSP:
supervised training based on the input graph and the ground
truth or reinforcement learning based on the input graph and
training of the model to minimize the predicted tour cost as
done by Dai et al. [23]. The authors explore the former and
show that the GNN model learns to solve small TSP instances
approximately.
Joshi et al. [56] build on top of the approach proposed by
Nowak et al. [55]. Specifically, the authors introduce a deep
learning model based on GCN for approximately solving
TSP instances. The GCN model is fed with a 2D graph. It
extracts relevant node and edge features and, as in [55], it
directly outputs an adjacency matrix with probabilities for
the edges to be part of the TSP tour. The heat-map of edge
probabilities is converted into a valid solution using a posthoc beam search technique [56]. This approach is different
from [13], [14] and [15], where one node is selected at each
decoding step (autoregressive approaches). The learning of
the GCN model is supervised with pairs of TSP instances
and solutions produced by the Concorde TSP solver [16].
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The search techniques explored by Joshi et al. [56] are greedy
(the edge with the highest probability is chosen), beam search
and beam search with the shortest tour. The beam search
is a limited-width breadth-first search: the b edges with the
highest probability among the node’s neighbors are explored
and the top b partial tours are expanded at each stage until all
nodes of the graph are visited; the solution is the tour with
the highest probability.
Prates et al. [17] solve the decision variant of the TSP
(does graph G admit a Hamiltonian path with cost less than
a predetermined value?) with deep learning. Specifically,
a GNN is used to embed each node and each edge to a
multidimensional vector. The model performs as a messagepassing algorithm: edges (embedded with their weights) iteratively interchange ‘messages’ with connected nodes. At
termination, the model outputs whether or not a route, subject
to a desired cost (that is, less than a predefined constant),
exists. The training is performed with dual examples: for each
optimal tour cost, one decision with smaller and another with
larger than the optimal target cost are generated.
Lemos et al. [18] solve the decision version of the graph
coloring problem (does a graph G accept a C-coloring?)
by training a GNN through an adversarial procedure. The
model rests on the idea of message passing as in the decision
version of the TSP [17]. Nodes and edges are embedded
into high-dimensional vectors, which are updated through the
interchange of information with adjacent nodes. The model
also produces a global graph embedding for each color. A
node-to-color adjacency matrix relates each color to all nodes
of the graph so that initially any node can be assigned to any
color. At termination of the iteration of messages between
adjacent nodes as well as between nodes and colors, the final
binary answer is obtained with node voting.
Similar to the latter two approaches, Selsam et al. [20]
design a method based on the idea of message passing.
Specifically, Selsam et al. develop a novel MPNN trained
as a classifier to predict satisfiability of a SAT problem. The
problem is first encoded as an undirected graph (where literals and clauses are represented as nodes, and edges connect
literals with clauses they appear in). Then, the vector space
embedding for each node is refined through the iterative
message passing procedure [42]. The proposed neural SAT
solver is given a single bit to indicate the satisfiability of
the problem. Furthermore, the model is an end-to-end solver:
the solution can be decoded from the network activations.
Selsam et al. stress that their model can be applied to arbitrary
problems of varying size.
2) Reinforcement learning

Dai et al. [23] solve the TSP, MVC and MaxCut problems
with a devised by them novel framework, which is used by
later approaches as the main baseline. Specifically, the authors exploit the graph structure of the problem by adopting
a deep learning graph embedding network—structure2vec
(S2V) [57]—which captures the relevant information about
each node by considering node properties as well as node
VOLUME 8, 2020
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neighborhood. Dai et al. use a combination of a version of
the Q-learning algorithm and fitted Q-iteration [58] to learn a
greedy policy parametrized by the graph embedding network.
At each step, the graph embeddings are updated with new
knowledge about the usefulness of each node to the final
value of the objective function. The greedy algorithm builds
a feasible solution by consecutively incorporating nodes.
Abe et al. [59] follow the architecture proposed by Dai et
al. [23] in that they rely on reinforcement learning, which is
in contrast to Li et al. [22], who apply a supervised learning
and tree search. Different from earlier approaches, Abe et al.
replace the Q-learning with an extended AlphaGO Zero [60]
motivated approach applicable to combinatorial optimization problems. In essence, AlphaGo algorithms are trained
with self-play, which alternates between simulation and play
applying a Monte Carlo tree search. At each episode, the
improved policies produced by the Monte Carlo tree search
and the results generated by the game are used to train the
neural network, which in turn improves the estimates of the
policy and state-value functions, which are used by the tree
search in the next step. Abe et al. extend the AlphaGo to
the Markov decision process formalization of the MVC, MC,
and MaxCut problems, namely the input graph instances are
of different sizes (in contrast to the game settings in [60])
and the solution to the problem is not binary (by contrast to
[60]). The former is addressed by introducing GNNs and the
latter by normalized rewards. Different GNNs are employed
and examined in [59]: structure2vec [57], GCN, and graph
isomorphism network [61], which is a type of MPNN.
V. PERFORMANCE

With the present section, we aim to quickly orient the reader
within the realm of the performance of existing machine
learning solutions to combinatorial optimization problems.
The categorization we make is based on the surveyed combinatorial optimization problems on graphs (summarized in the
Appendix). The taxonomy is introduced to facilitate the comparison and analysis of the different methods and to foster
conditions for discovering relevant trends. The surveyed publications offer performance comparisons to: 1) operations research baselines, different heuristics and/or exact solvers and
2) other machine learning models designed for solving the
same problems. Table 2 presents the surveyed contributions
at a high level of abstraction by synthesizing rather than listing the full set of experimental results reported in the corresponding papers. In the surveyed literature, the performance
of the proposed machine learning methods is evaluated in
terms of optimality, generalization, and run time (we discuss
these and other aspects of the machine learning approaches in
Section V-I). However, in the surveyed literature, there is no
uniform measure of the optimality gap. Therefore, in Table 2
we provide an overview per contribution, mainly in the form
of comparison to other solutions, whereas in the following
subsections we incorporate further details. Whenever extensive simulations results are available, we refer the reader to
the corresponding reference for details. Table 2 can be used
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for multiple purposes: to get an overview of the existing
machine learning approaches for combinatorial optimization
problems on graphs; to detect the deficiencies and advantages
of the proposals (we discuss them in the last subsection, V-I);
to know in what setting these were evaluated; or to choose
the best method. We do not indicate the best performers as
the definition of ‘best’ depends on the criterion, which is determined by the objective and the particular problem instance
at hand. The criterion could be the run time, optimality of
results, trade-off between the two, generalization capability
in terms of size of the problem instance, or generalization to
different variations of the problem. Therefore, the reader may
use Table 2 from their individual interest and perspective.
Before beginning our discussion with the most extensively
researched combinatorial problem, the TSP, we reflect on one
more relevant aspect below.
In Section II, we discussed how the focus on computational
complexity has evolved through the years, with an increasing
emphasis on the theoretical bounds and practical aspects
in tandem. Notably, for the surveyed machine learning for
combinatorial optimization on graphs contributions, the complexity in terms of Big O notation has been evaluated only
by Dai et al. [23] (who clarify that their machine learning architecture has polynomial O(k|E|), k ≤ |V | timecomplexity), Vinyals et al. [13] (who state that their pointer
network implements an O(n2 ) algorithm) and Nowak et
al. [55] (who mention that their supervised network has timecomplexity no larger than O(n2 )). Most of the remaining 14
papers evaluate run times. However, as noted by Kool et al.:
“Run times are important but hard to compare: they can vary
by two orders of magnitude as a result of implementation
(Python vs C++) and hardware (GPU vs CPU).” [15], p.6.
Some researchers, such as Prates et al. [17], Lemos et al. [18]
or Selsam et al. [20], do not report run times at all.
In addition to Section II and the Appendix (which include complexity discussion and results, respectively), for
the reader, we provide references that offer insights into
the computational complexity of some machine learning
structures. Specifically, in the context of attention models,
Vaswani et al. [33] compare self-attention to recurrent and
convolutional layers. The comparison is in terms of computational complexity per layer, amount of computation that
can be parallelized, and the path length between long-range
dependencies in the network (see Table 1 and Section 4 in
[33]). Vaswani et al. [33] show that in terms of computational
complexity, attention layers are faster as long as the sequence
length is smaller than the representation dimensionality. Liu
et al. [62] discuss the computational complexity of GNNs and
GCNs, clarifying that graph convolutional methods require
the quadratic graph size for each layer. Spectral GCNs have
a worst time complexity O(n3 ), where n denotes the number
of graph nodes [62]. For spectral-free methods, the lower
bound on time complexity is still O(n2 d), where d is the
number of channels [62]. Similar time-complexity aspects
of GCN are discussed in detail by Zhang et al. [38]. The
time-complexity of recurrent GNNs and GCNs is summa13
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rized by Wu et al. [39] (see Table III therein). The timecomplexity of graph autoencoders is discussed by Zhang
et al. [36]. Strehl et al. [63] clarify that the evaluation of
reinforcement algorithms involves in addition to the spacecomplexity (amount of memory required by an algorithm)
and time-complexity (amount of operations executed by
the algorithm), the sample-complexity, which measures the
amount of experience needed for the algorithm to learn to
operate (close to) optimally. The amount of experience is
measured in terms of time steps. The sample-complexity of
general reinforcement learning is analyzed by Lattimore [64],
and a general treatment is given by Arulkumaran et al. [65].
A. TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM

Vinyals et al. [13] train their pointer network with supervised
learning. For generating training samples, the coordinates of
the nodes are sampled from a Cartesian unit square, which
is a commonly followed procedure in the studies discussed
here. The model is supervised with exact solutions for graph
instances with a total number of nodes n at most 20 and
with approximate solutions for larger graphs. Testing for the
same number of nodes as that during training n = {5, 10, 20}
produces optimal or very close to optimal results. The pointer
network generalizes for n = 25, but the solution quality
deteriorates quickly and breaks at n = 40 [13].
In short, one of the major contributions of Vinyals et al.
is that they develop a model with which they demonstrate
that “a purely data-driven approach can learn to approximate
solutions to intractable problems” [13], p. 2. The main downside of the proposed model from TSP performance perspective is its limited applicability. It does not generalize to larger
instances of interest and it needs to be supervised. Indeed,
the difficulty of obtaining exact solutions, as remarked by
the authors, restricts the practical use of the model since the
quality of the labels is a prerequisite for obtaining optimal
solutions at test time.
Bello et al. [14] show that a pointer network trained
with reinforcement learning surpasses the performance of
the supervised pointer network of Vinyals et al. [13]. The
training and testing is conducted on graph instances with
n = {20, 50, 100} nodes. Comparisons are also made to
baselines: the results reported by the authors are inferior to
the Concorde [16] solver, which produces provably correct
solutions, but the greedy RL pretraining versions of their
model are much faster than the solver. Furthermore, optimality of the results can be traded off for run time with the
active search version of their model (Bello et al. report more
extensive experimental results with the different modalities
of the approach in [14]).
Deudon et al. [49] train the enhanced framework of Bello
et al. [14] on graph instances with n = {20, 50} nodes and
test on the same size as well as on graphs with n = 100. The
hybrid heuristic of Deudon et al. outperforms the framework
of Bello et al. for all of these cases. The authors also report
performance results compared to Google OR-Tools VRP
engine [66] and Concorde [16] on the same test set: the run
14

time of their framework is worse than the former, close to the
latter, and significantly better (shorter run time) than that of
Bello et al.
The S2V-DQN framework developed by Dai et al. [23]
can learn to solve TSP of a larger size. The authors evaluate
the quality of the obtained solutions by an approximation
opt(PI ) c(h(SI ))
, opt(PI ) , where
ratio, defined by R(SI , PI ) = max( c(h(S
I ))
c(h(SI )) is the objective value of the solution SI and opt(PI )
is the best known solution of problem instance PI . The S2VDQN architecture is compared to several baselines as well
as to the model proposed by Bello et al. [14]. When testing
and training is conducted over the same distribution and for
graphs with nodes up to n = 300, S2V-DQN is very close to
optimal (R(SI , PI ) ∈ [1, 1.1)), and outperforms [14] as well
as most of the considered baselines. Dai et al. demonstrate
that the graph embedding architecture allows the same set
of model parameters to be used and hence the model can be
trained and tested on different graphs, which essentially leads
to a model that can generalize to larger graphs. Specifically,
when trained on graphs with n = [50, 100] nodes, the
S2V-DQN algorithm attains R(SI , PI ) = 1.0730 for n =
[50, 100] and R(SI , PI ) = 1.1065 for n = [1000, 1200]. Li
et al. report in [22] S2V-DQN results for even larger graphs,
namely that S2V-DQN performance deteriorates for graphs
with more than 10,000 (10k) nodes.
Nazari et al. [21] train and test for TSP instances of size
n = {20, 50, 100} drawn from the same distribution and
compare the results from their greedy algorithm (the node
with the highest probability during the decoding step is chosen as the next city to be visited) with those obtained by Bello
et al. [14]. Their results are very close to but suboptimal to
those reported by Bello et al. [14]. Nonetheless, the approach
of Nazari et al. (which is an extension of that of Bello et al.) is
much faster with time savings in the order of 55.9% or more
for the examined TSP instances.
The model of Kool et al. [15] is trained and tested on graph
instances with n = {20, 50, 100} nodes and the optimality of
its solutions is compared to [13], [14], [23], [55], and [49].
Kool et al. obtain smaller optimality gap (when compared to
Concorde) than the aforementioned studies as well as existing heuristics approaches. Generalization capacity is tested
on instances with up to n = 125 nodes, but as remarked by
the authors the performance gap (measured with regard to
Gurobi [73]) increases quickly when the gap between train
and test sizes is increased (see Appendix B in [15]).
Ma et al. [51] train and test their graph pointer network on
small TSP instances with n = {20, 50} nodes for which the
reported results are less optimal than those of Kool et al. [15]
yet better than those of Bello et al. [14] and Dai et al. [23].
Note that the results reported by Ma et al. for the models
of Bello et al. [14] and Dai et al. [23] are not consistent
with those reported in [23], where Dai et al. demonstrate that
their model obtains smaller optimality gap than Bello et al.
for all problem instances. The generalization capacity of the
hierarchical reinforcement learning framework is tested for
instances with up to n = 1000 nodes, when the training
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COP

Vinyals et al. [13]
Bello et al. [14]
Dai et al. [23]
Deudon et al. [49]
Nazari et al. [21]

Machine
learning
supervised
reinforcement
reinforcement
reinforcement
reinforcement

Learning
structure
pointer network
pointer network
structure2vec
Transformer
attention

Training
graph / dataset
[5, 20]
{20, 50}
≤ [200, 300]
{20, 50}
{20, 50, 100}

Testing
graph / dataset
{5, 10, 20}
{20, 50}
≤[1k, 1.2k]
{20, 50, 100}
{20, 50, 100}

Kool et al. [15]

reinforcement

Transformer
(GAN)

{20, 50, 100}

{20, 50, 100}

Ma et al. [51]

(hierarchical)
reinforcement

enhanced
pointer network

{20, 50}

{20, 50}

Wu et al. [53]
Nowak et al. [55]
Joshi et al. [56]
Prates et al. [17]

reinforcement
supervised
supervised
supervised

Transformer
GNN
GCN
GNN

50
{20, 50, 100}
20
{20, 50, 100}
{20, 40}

{250, 500, 1k}
{20, 50, 100}
20
{20, 50, 100}
[20, 80]

MaxCut

Nazari et al. [21]
Kool et al. [15]
Dai et al. [23]
Barrett et al. [54]
Abe et al. [59]
Dai et al. [23]
Li et al. [22]

reinforcement
reinforcement
reinforcement
reinforcement
reinforcement
reinforcement
supervised

attention
Transformer
structure2vec
MPNN
GNN
structure2vec
GCN

{50, 100}
{20, 50, 100}
≤ [200, 300]
[20, 200]
[40, 50]
≤ [400, 500]
synthetic [67]

MVC

Mittal et al. [24]

supervised

GCN

1k

{50, 100}
{20, 50, 100}
≤[1k, 1.2k]
500, 2k
synthetic & real
≤[1k, 1.2k]
social [68] &
citation [69]
≤ 2k

Abe et al. [59]
Li et al. [22]
Abe et al. [59]
Li et al. [22]

reinforcement
supervised
reinforcement
supervised

GNN
GCN
GNN
GCN

[80, 100]
synthetic [67]
[80, 100]

Mittal et al. [24]
Lemos et al. [18]
Selsam et al. [20]
Bello et al. [14]

supervised
supervised
supervised
reinforcement

GCN
GNN
MPNN
pointer network

1k
[40, 60]
40
{50, 100, 200}

TSP

VRP
&var.

MC

Reference

MIS
MCP
GC
SAT
KP

synthetic & real
synthetic [70]
synthetic & real
SAT Competition
[71]
social [68] &
citation [69]
≤ 2k
≤ 561
[40, 200]
{50, 100, 200}

Performance summary:
optimality, generalization & speed
close to exact solvers / heuristics
more optimal than [13]
more optimal than [14], generalizes
more optimal than [14], generalizes
as optimal as [14],
but ≥ 55.9% faster than [14]
less optimal, faster than Concorde [16];
smaller optimality gap than [13], [14],
[23], [55], [49];
generalization drops quickly
smaller optimality gap than [14], [23]
larger optimality gap than [15]
smaller optimality gap than [14], [15];
generalizes
outperforms [15] for long test time
slightly less optimal than [13]
compared to [13], [14], [23], [15]
more optimal than NN and SA;
generalization drops quickly
61% shorter tours than OR-tools [66]
smaller optimality gap than [21]
small optimality gap, generalizes
outperforms [23], generalizes
compared to [23]; generalizes
small optimality gap, generalizes
outperforms [23]
more optimal than [23], less optimal
than [22] but faster than [22]
compared to [23]; generalizes
62.5% solved, outperforms [23]
compared to [23]; generalizes
100% solved, slower than
Z3 solver [72]
best results (# solutions found)
among all baselines including [23]
more optimal than [23], [22]
varying accuracy, generalizes
generalizes to larger instances
optimal

TABLE 2: Combinatorial optimization problems (COPs): machine learning contributions that solve them, with their performance summarized. Abbreviations
according to Appendix and Section III. NN stands for nearest neighbour, SA for simulated annealing.

is conducted on graphs with n = 50. When compared to
Concorde [16], Ma et al. report a smaller approximate gap
than that obtained with the approaches of Bello et al. [14]
and Kool et al. [15], but larger than that of Dai et al. [23].
With the local 2-opt [50] search the reported results are
improved. With that heuristic added, Ma et al. [51] report
results with smaller approximate gap to the optimal solution
(computed by Concorde [16]) when compared to Dai et al.
[23]. Furthermore, the test run time is considerably smaller
than that of Concorde.
Wu et al. [53], who learn improvement heuristics policy from random initial solutions (of usually poor quality),
demonstrate that their method generalizes to unseen initial
solutions and that the quality of the solution obtained by their
improvement heuristic (based on 2-opt [50]) policy does not
depend on the initial solution quality. When compared to the
solutions of the exact solver Concorde [16], the optimality
gap is practically 0 for graph instances with n = 20 nodes,
less than 1% for n = 50 and less than 3.5% for n = 100
(the exact values depend on the training time limit T ). For
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T = 3, 000 time steps during testing (T = 200 during
training), the method produces results with a smaller optimality gap (measured with respect to the results obtained
with Concorde) than the method of Kool et al. [15] with
sampling. Wu et al. [53] also show that for harder problems
(i.e., larger problem instances), their method is more efficient
than sampling [15] in terms of execution time. The learned
improvement heuristics are compared to conventional ones
and are shown to be better in terms of optimality gap and
potentially in terms of computation time (the authors indicate
that a direct comparison with regard to the latter criterion is
not straightforward, see [53] for further details).
Nowak et al. [55] train and test on small TSP instances
with n = 20 nodes and obtain results that are slightly less
optimal than that produced in [14] and by another common
baseline heuristic. The authors recognize that the major
disadvantage of their data-driven approach is the “need for
expensive ground truth examples, and more importantly, the
fact that the model is imitating a heuristic rather than directly
optimizing the TSP cost” [55].
15
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The GCN approach of Joshi et al. [56], when using a
greedy search, produces a tour length with smaller optimality
gap than [13], [14], and [23] for instances of size n =
{20, 50} but a larger one for n = 100. The optimality gap is
defined as the average percentage ratio of the predicted tour
length lT SP relative
optimal solution ˆlT SP over 10k
Pmto the
T SP ˆT SP
instances: (1/m) i=1 (lm /l
− 1). When compared
to the attention model with reinforcement learning of Kool et
al. [15], the GCN model proposed by Joshi et al. [56] has a
larger optimality gap measured by the TSP tour length and
is slower for all studied graph sizes. When combined with
beam search, GCN is faster than the model of Kool et al. [15].
In contrast, the GCN model with beam search and shortest
path heuristic produces minimal optimality gap at the cost of
much longer evaluation times. One of the advantages of the
GCN approach is that it can be parallelized for GPU computation [56], which decreases the inference time and improves
scalability to larger TSP instances. In contrast, autoregressive
models (such as [23]) are less amenable to parallelization
since the decoding process is sequential [56]. The authors
also note that reinforcement learning does not require labels
but assert that it is less sample efficient and hence more
computationally expensive than supervision. Furthermore,
upon a sufficient amount of training data, supervision models
can outperform reinforcement learning techniques. However,
for larger graphs (beyond hundreds of nodes) this advantage
becomes less prominent. Therefore, Joshi et al. reason that
extending their approach with reinforcement learning is a
natural line of research (with transfer learning from smaller
instances) for making it scalable to real-world problems.
B. VEHICULAR ROUTING PROBLEM

Nazari et al. [21] show that their reinforcement solution is
competitive with state-of-the-art VRP heuristics. Compared
to the Google OR-Tools VRP engine [66] (among the best
open-source VRP solvers according to [21]), their method
outputs shorter tours in roughly 61% of the cases for the capacitated VRP instances with n = {50, 100} customers. The
authors suggest that their model is robust to problem changes
(in demand value or location of a customer) because the
model can automatically adapt the solution to these. Another
appealing property (split delivery) of the model is that when
more than one vehicle can deliver supplies to a single node,
the framework can outperform the single vehicular deliveries
with no additional cost or hand-engineered rules. Another set
of experimental results shows the log of the ratio of solution
run times to the number of customer nodes. It remains almost
constant for their approach, whereas for classical heuristic
methods it increases faster than linearity with the number
of nodes. Based on this observation, Nazari et al. conclude
that their method scales. For the stochastic VRP, the model
produces better results than simple baseline heuristics.
Kool et al. [15] solve TSP and VRP problems as well as
several of the VRP variants using attention mechanisms and
reinforcement learning. A distinctive feature of the model
developed by Kool et al. is that in the experiments it is used to
16

solve four different routing problems (each one with its objective and constraints), which demonstrates the adaptability
of the model to different problem settings. Indeed, recall that
versatility is one of the envisioned strong aspects of machine
learning for combinatorial optimization, namely the ability
of a learned model to adapt to different problems instead of
devising new heuristics for each possible problem modality.
In short, the main advantage of the designed method is
that all of the considered problems can be solved with it;
moreover, with a single set of hyper-parameters. Otherwise,
the problem instances (both for training and testing) are up to
n = 100 nodes. For the capacitated VRP and stochastic VRP,
the attention model with reinforcement learning of Kool et
al. [15] produces smaller objective value and importantly
smaller optimality gap (to the best value across all models)
when compared to the model of Nazari et al. [21]. In addition,
for the prize collecting TSP, Kool et al. obtain results of
quality similar to this achieved by Google OR-tools [66], but
Kool et al. model is considerably faster.
C. MAXIMUM CUT

The solution quality of the S2V-DQN framework of Dai
et al. [23] is evaluated by the approximation ratio defined
earlier in Section V-A. For training and testing, BarabásiAlbert [74] graphs are generated. The number of nodes is
sampled uniformly at random from the [200, 300] range.
The optimal solutions are produced by CPLEX [75]. The
results produced by S2V-DQN are very close to optimality
(R(SI , PI ) < 1.05). The framework generalizes to larger
instances and for n ∈ [1000, 1200], the approximation ratio
averaged over 1,000 test instances is R(SI , PI ) = 1.0038.
Barrett et al. [54] take as a baseline the S2V-DQN
approach of Dai et al. [23] for performance evaluation.
Barabási-Albert [74] and Erdős-Rényi [76] graphs are generated for training and testing. An approximation ratio
C(s∗ )/C(sopt ), where the numerator is the cut value of the
approach and the denominator is the optimum, (optimum is
the best solution obtained by any of the approaches: CPLEX
or advanced heuristics, see [54] for further details) is used
for evaluation. When trained and tested on problem instances
of the same size n ∈ {20, 40, 60, 100, 200}, their model
improves on the performance of the S2V-DQN framework.
The generalization performance is tested on generated graph
instances of up to n = 500, when the training is performed on n = 40. When the model is tested on BarabásiAlbert but trained on Erdős-Rényi (and vice versa), there
is some decrease in performance, but in all studied cases
the model outperforms S2V-DQN, while the authors state
that the computational cost per agent action is similar for
the two approaches. On known benchmarks of up to 2000
nodes, the observed performance is (very close to) optimal
despite that the model is trained and tested on graphs with
different structures. Detailed analysis and a much richer set
of performance results are included in [54]. We note that the
ablations in [54] show that the improved performance is due
to: 1) the freedom of the agent to reverse its earlier decisions
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and 2) the provision of the agent with suitable observations
and rewards. Moreover, the model has the flexibility to be
deployed with different heuristics, which can bring further
improvements. Another result is that taking the best solution
across multiple randomly initialized episodes leads to significant performance improvements.
For training their AlphaGo Zero inspired model, Abe et
al. [59] generate Erdős-Rényi [76] graphs with n = [40, 50].
Testing is conducted on synthetic (Barabási-Albert [74] and
Erdős-Rényi) as well as real-world data sets (the latter are
from the Network Repository [77]). For most of the cases,
Abe et al. [59] report better performance when compared to
S2V-DQN [23]. This is achieved at the cost of significant
increase in computation power and longer training time due
to the self-play characteristics of the approach (the use of
Monte Carlo tree search). Otherwise, Abe et al. [59] state
that their approach is more sample-efficient than S2V-DQN.
D. MINIMUM VERTEX COVER

Dai et al. [23] also solve the MVC problem with their S2VDQN model in a similar setting as MaxCut. The main difference is that the ranges of the training and test graph sizes
are up to [400, 500]. The best ratio—practically 1 (results
very close to optimality)—for small graphs (with n ≤ 500)
is produced for this problem. The experimental results also
show generalization capabilities for graphs with nodes in the
range of [1000, 1200], where the average approximation ratio
is R(SI , PI ) = 1.0062.
Li et al. [22] solve four canonical N P-hard problems:
SAT, Maximal Independent Set (MIS), MVC, and MC. The
experimental results indicate that their approach obtains optimal solutions similar to those of optimized contemporary
solvers based on traditional heuristic methods. In addition,
the authors conclude that their approach generalizes across
datasets as well as graph instances orders of magnitude larger
than those used during training. For the MVC problem, the
model is tested on various data sets ranging from synthetic
problem instances, SATLIB [67] and BUAA-MC [70] data
sets (the latter includes 40 hard synthetic MC instances),
to real data from social, SNAP [68], and citation [69]
networks. Best results are reported for all test cases, namely
outperforming all baselines including S2V-DQN [23].
Mittal et al. [24] train their model on graphs of size 1k.
On large data sets, namely Barabási-Albert [74] graphs with
at most 500k nodes, the model outperforms S2V-DQN and
has similar performance to that of Li et al. [22], see [24] for
details. Mittal et al. argue that their approach is scalable to
billion size networks and is orders of magnitude faster than
S2Q-DQN [23] and the GCN with tree search [22] methods.
Abe et al. [59] consider the S2V-DQN model as a baseline
and some chosen heuristics too. Erdős-Rényi [76] graphs
with n = [80, 100] nodes are used for training. Depending
on the particular implementation of a GNN, the proposed
framework with Monte Carlo tree search has a varied success
when compared to S2V-DQN (see Table 1 and Table 2 in
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[59]). Overall, the proposed model generalizes to much larger
graph instances according to the results in [59].
E. MAXIMAL INDEPENDENT SET AND MAXIMAL
CLIQUE

The model of Li et al. [22] is trained on the SATLIB benchmark [67] and tested on MIS problems from the SATLIB [67]
and SAT Competition [71] data sets for which 100% of
the solutions are found. On the SNAP social networks data
sets [68] and various citation networks, the authors report that
their model produces the best results among the models tested
(including S2V-DQN [23]). Similarly, the best results for MC
problems from the BUAA-MC [70] data set are obtained.
Abe et al. [59] show results for MIS and MC. The training
is conducted on Erdős-Rényi [76] graphs with n = [80, 100]
nodes and testing on synthetic and real-world data (as for the
other problems considered, namely MVC and MaxCut). For
MC they report better results (obtained with different GNN
implementations) than those obtained with S2V-DQN. For
the MIS, the results are varied (see Table 2 in Appendix
D [59]). For one instance of MIS, with graph isomorphism
network implementation, the authors report a result better
than CPLEX. The computational complexity and run time of
the framework [59] is much higher than that of the baseline
S2V-DQN [59], as noted earlier.
F. MAXIMUM COVERAGE PROBLEM

Mittal et al. [24] solve the MCP (see the Appendix for
definition) on Barabasi-Albert [74] graphs of at least n = 2k
nodes and compare the performance results to those from
S2V-DQN [23]) and GCN with three search [22], which their
model outperforms. Moreover, they report that their approach
is four to five times faster than that of Li et al. [22]. The
authors attribute this speed-up to the single call to GNN and
prediction using Q-learning instead of tree search.
G. SATISFIABILITY

To make the proposed neuro SAT network learn to solve SAT
problems, Selsam et al. [20] create a distribution SR(n) over
pairs of random SAT problems on n variables. Each pair
consist of one satisfiable and another not satisfiable element.
The difference between the two elements is obtained by
negating only a single literal occurrence in a single clause.
Then, training samples are generated from this distribution.
Although the model does not show competitive results when
compared to specialized SAT solvers, the authors demonstrate that such problems can be solved with MPNN. An
important observation made by Selsam et al. [20] is that their
model solves substantially larger and harder problems than
those seen during training.
H. GRAPH COLORING

The GNN model proposed by Lemos et al. [18] can be trained
to solve graph coloring problems with up to 82% accuracy
and the model can scale to unseen larger instances: the
training is conducted on n ∈ [40, 60] and c ∈ [3, 7] (where
17
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n and c are the number of nodes and colors, respectively),
whereas the largest problem test instance is with n = 561.
I. DISCUSSION

Two contemporary structures emerge on the surface as the
presently most prominent ones for tackling combinatorial
challenges of the surveyed kind: attention mechanisms for
considering relevant context information, and GNNs for accounting for the inherent graph structure of the problems.
Both methods aim at one and the same relevant objective:
capturing the (complex) relations between the nodes in the
graph. The results summarized in Table 2 suggest that both—
architectures that employ attention and frameworks that are
based on GNNs—obtain close to optimality results. Looking
at the generalization performance, results for large graph
instances are reported for GNN models (and they scale): [23],
[54], [22] (reinforcement learning), and [24] (supervised)),
whereas results for equally large problems are not reported
for models that apply attention mechanisms. On the other
hand, supervised learning and deep reinforcement learning
seem to be competitive, considering performance results,
each coming with their own advantages and shortcomings.
Recall that the most outstanding feature for supervised learning is the need for labeled data, which might be challenging
considering the complexity of the problems and the quality
of the available solutions. However, when training data sets
are available, supervised learning often requires less training
time than reinforcement learning. The main shortcomings
of reinforcement learning approaches are the potential instability and divergence problems, although there are advancements in overcoming them. We note that the general
advantages and limitations of these two learning approaches
are known and hence we do not discuss them further (see
Sutton and Barto [44] and also Joshi et al. [56]).
It is worth emphasizing that critical enabling factors for
applying machine learning and in particular deep learning to
combinatorial optimization, are the structure of the problems
and the (often vast) availability of data, which is due to the
same problem emerging again and again in various practical fields. One primary ambition, when exploring machine
learning as a tool for solving combinatorial optimization
problems, is to circumvent the need of deep expertise into a
particular domain firstly because it might not be available and
secondly because it might be difficult and certainly time consuming to acquire such in a reasonable time span. Therefore,
the goal in this context is to automate the learning of useful
heuristics. Another important motivation that drives renewed
interest and research effort in this field is the need to develop
algorithms faster than existing solvers, simply because the
new large-scale challenges typical for the present-day require
novel and innovative solutions. An even further requirement
and therefore a higher goal (considering the existence of
optimized solvers) is to make the novel tools produce better
quality solutions than available heuristics.
For the machine learning models for combinatorial optimization problems on graphs to be practically applicable and
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able to overcome some of the limitations of the presently
available tools, we identify a handful of relevant challenges
that need to be addressed first:
•

•

•

•

•

Scalability. The machine learning models need to perform at the same observed quality level when applied
to problems from the same data generating function
but of a (usually much) larger size. We have seen examples [23], [24], [20] in which the proposed models
can indeed scale to much larger instances according
to reported results. However, for the majority of the
surveyed publications, the quality of the solution drops
quickly when the graph instance is (slightly) increased.
Adaptability to perturbation in the problem setting, or
adaptability to other problems from the same family.
Such a feature is desirable as it will overcome the need
to redesign and reoptimize algorithms when the problem changes. We have seen solutions when a machine
learning framework was able to adapt to changes in the
problem [21] as well as a model that is able to solve
different (although from the same class) combinatorial
optimization tasks [15].
Generalization. The ability of the machine learning
algorithm to perform well on unseen instances (which
inherently involves the first two notions) is of much
relevance. Usually, the models are trained under certain
setting (environment in the case of reinforcement and
labels in the case of supervised), whereas they should
perform well on unseen instances (from the same generally unknown distribution) in order for the models to be
of practical interest. Some of the surveyed models show
such generalization capacity [23], [24], and [20].
Execution time. The run time is one of the most relevant factors together with the model performance for
the practical implementation of the algorithms, as many
applications require quick decisions or within reasonable time frames. We have seen examples, [14] and [15],
where the performance of the developed algorithms is
close to that of optimal solvers but (significantly) faster.
Automation. Another desirable property of machine
learning models is to automate the process of meeting
the above requirements, namely automatically scale to
larger problem instances without the need to re-devise,
or manually modify the parameters, automatically adapt
to new modifications of the problem definition, automatically generalize to unseen instances without the
need to re-train (completely), automatically improve
performance with experience.

Machine learning for solving combinatorial optimization
problems on graphs has seen a surge in the development of
novel models for solving these challenging tasks. The main
motivating factor behind this trend is the broad applicability that such methods would have in diverse fields, where
combinatorial problems need to be routinely solved. The first
machine learning publications from the past five years were
mainly concerned with demonstrating that machine learning
VOLUME 8, 2020
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methods can solve such hard problems. Later approaches
have set more ambitious goals, which include developing
models that can generalize beyond the training examples.
Most recent contributions have proposed methods that produce similar quality of results compared to well-engineered
solvers but are faster. The combinatorial optimization area
attracts more and more interest, evidenced by the increasing
number of research contributions on the subject. Overall, in
the context of the long history of the operations research
field, the progress made by the machine learning community
in the past few years is substantial. The currently existing
models might not be applicable to an as extensive range of
practical domains and specific tasks as they are foreseen to
be for the reasons mentioned above (scalability, adaptability,
generalization, execution time). However, considering the
pace with which advances are made in this field and the
results achieved with the models already developed in these
few years, we could expect practically applicable machine
learning models to emerge from this active research field in
the foreseen future.
The synergy between machine learning and traditional
methods is discussed by Lombardi and Milano [4], and by
Bengio et al. [5]. We remark that it is expected that the
combined power of these two fields can boost performance
and speed up the process of designing optimal yet practically
applicable solutions.
VI. NETWORKING APPLICATIONS

Large-scale communication networks require efficient methods for automated network operations and management
of infrastructure resources. Network operators and service
providers face challenges in dealing with conflicting resource
management optimization objectives while aiming to meet
the expectations of energy-efficient delivery of low-latency
services to billions of users. Greedy algorithms or heuristics
can produce good solutions within reasonable time frames for
problems with few constraints, but often require a tailored
approach to the problem instance based on deep human
knowledge about the domain.
Given our focus on learning network structures, we seek
to relativize our findings to practice. We orient this part of
the survey to a generic assessment of machine learning applied for solving combinatorial optimization problems in the
networking domain in the context of resource management.
In general, applied machine learning for solving complex resource management problems has gained increasing interest
in the networking community. Rather than delving further
into theoretical analyses of worst-case computational complexity of different solutions to well-known combinatorial
optimization problems, we assess generalizability, adaptability, and scalability aspects (Section V) of interesting candidate solutions developed over the past five years. Specifically,
the solutions that could pertain to open questions in live
massive network maintenance have directed our criteria for
inclusion of research efforts in this section. The discussed
research contributions solve representative instances of reVOLUME 8, 2020

source management problems by applying one or a combination of methods presented in Section IV, but do not constitute
an exhaustive analysis of applied machine learning for the
networking domain.
A. ROUTING

The routing problem, which consists of finding and selecting
a (set of) path(s) between a source and a destination subject to
some constraints (such as delay and required capacity), arises
in many different domains. It is a classical resource allocation
problem in communication networks too. We illustrate here
how it has been solved in the networking domain with
contemporary machine learning concepts. We begin with a
discussion on network modeling. Although it is not a combinatorial problem, network modeling is a relevant subtask
of the routing optimization task. Consider, for instance, a
routing objective as follows: route the traffic demands subject
to delay constraints. A model for estimating a delay metric is
needed then.
1) Network modeling

The analytical modeling of communication networks is central to network management and optimization. To render the
resulting models mathematically tractable many simplifying assumptions concerning arrival processes and queueing
times, for instance, are often made. Although useful in earlier
generation of networked systems, these models do not seem
practically applicable to the presently heterogeneous and
large-scale communication systems.
To capture the specifics of computer and communication
networks, Rusek et al. [78] adapt the MPNN model proposed
by Rusek and Chołda [90] to learn relevant information
about the interrelation between network links and network
traffic. The interchange of messages is bidirectional between
paths and the links they traverse. Path-level aggregation is a
simple summation. Link-level messages are aggregated using
RNN to account for sequential dependence (due to packet
losses) in the links that form every path. The readout function
is obtained from a neural network as in [90]. The update
function and RNN are modeled using GRU. The model is
supervised and designed for path-level inference purposes
(i.e., for predicting delay and jitter metrics). Rusek et al. [78]
note that it is straightforward to produce link-level inferences
too (for instance, congestion probabilities). A limitation of
the model is that it supports only topologies with identical
link capacities. The model has been further explored by
Suarez et al. [91] and extended by Badia et al. [92] to model
nodes (their queue size) too.
The authors train their model solely on NSFNet topology
with 14 nodes [88]. The training data comprises various
routing schemes and traffic intensities. The test evaluations
are performed on the same train topology as well on Geant2
with 24 and GBN with 17 nodes, [89]. The results from
this experimental setting suggest good generalization performance, although some decrease in the prediction accuracy of
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Problem
Routing
VI-A
Scheduling
VI-B
Resource
allocation
VI-C

Sub-problem
Network modeling
Routing policy optimization
Cluster scheduling
Wireless edge content sched.
Multi-path TCP packet sched.
VNF deploymet
Edge network slicing
Fog computing

Reference
Rusek et al. [78]
Almasan et al. [79]
Mao et al. [80]
Wang et al. [81], [82]
Zhang et al. [83]
Mijumbi et al. [84], [85]
Liu et al. [86]
Mseddi et al. [87]

Year
2019
2020
2018
2020, 2019
2019
2017, 2016
2020
2019

Learning
supervised
reinforcement
reinforcement
reinforcement
reinforcement
supervised
reinforcement
reinforcement

Approach
GNN based on MPNN
GNN + Q-learning based
GNN + custom policy network
A3C
LSTM + deep Q-network
GNN based on MPNN
Deep Q-network based
Deep Q-network based

TABLE 3: Overview of illustrative approaches applying machine learning for solving CO problems. Detailed description is found in subsections VI-A Routing,
VI-B Scheduling and VI-C Resource allocation.

Problem
Network
modeling

Reference
Rusek et al. [78]

Learning
supervised

Approach
MPNN

Routing
policy
optimization

Almasan et al. [79]

reinforcement

MPNN

Routing
Performance summary
Model learns relation between
topology, routing, and input traffic.

Outperforms baseline learning
method in 80% cases.
Robust to link failures.

Remarks
Flow paths must be known a priori.
Assumes same capacity for all links.
Generalization: trained on 14-node
NSFNet [88], tested on Geant2 with 24
and GBN with 17 nodes [89]:
generalizes to these two.
Trained on a single 14-node NSFNet
topology [88]. Tested on 136 topologies
[89] with nodes n = [5, 50]: generalizes
to these unseen topologies.

TABLE 4: Routing problem: machine learning approach and performance

the delay and jitter metrics is observed for unseen and for
larger size topologies.
2) Routing policy optimization

The network routing optimization problem addressed by
Almasan et al. [79] consists of a (central) controller in the
control plane of a software defined network that needs to
make routing decisions while maximizing the traffic volume
routed through the network (an N P-hard problem). The
solution proposed by Almasan et al. [79] integrates MPNN
with a deep reinforcement learning. The authors highlight
that earlier approaches based on the same basic ideas (a
neural network and reinforcement learning) have failed to
generalize to unseen topologies. They attribute this to the
deep neural network employed (convolutional or fully connected), which does not account for the graph structure of
the communication networks.
The learning agent, which resides in the control plane,
has a (global) view of the network and receives traffic requests with different bandwidth requirements. The learning
is guided by the optimization objective of maximizing the
traffic served by the network. The agent implements the deep
Q-learning algorithm. Almasan et al. [79] employ an MPNN,
as is done by Rusek et al. [78], with the goal to learn and
model the relations of links and graphs with routing paths and
associated traffic. At each time step, the agent is fed with the
state of the network and the new traffic arrival demand. The
objective of the MPNN model is to estimate the q-value determined by routing the traffic demand considering the current
state. Since the number of possible routing solutions to each
pair of source and destination results in a high-dimensional
space (especially in large-scale real-world networks), the
number of q-values that the agent needs to estimate is cor20

respondingly high too [79]. Almasan et al. overcome this
problem by limiting the set to k candidate paths. The actions
of the agent are introduced into the MPNN, which makes the
action representation invariant to permutations of nodes and
edges. The goal is the trained MPNN to understand actions
over unseen network states and topologies. For training, an
-greedy exploration strategy is applied, which either makes
a random decision (with a probability of ) or executes the
action with the highest q-value.
The model is trained on the 14-node NSFNet topology
[88]. A traffic demand is generated uniformly at each time
step by selecting a source-destination pair and traffic demand
bandwidth [79]: the agent knows past and present but not
future demands. The authors report that their model scales
when evaluated on a 24-node Geant2 topology [88] and
outperforms a chosen deep reinforcement baseline. When
tested on real-world topologies from the Internet Topology
Zoo data set [89] with a number of nodes n = [5, 50], the
model is reported to generalize. Results from experiments,
which involve link failures, suggest that the model is robust
to such events too.

B. SCHEDULING

Scheduling is the process by which work-elements are
assigned to resources to complete a high-level objective.
The process involves determining the mapping from workelements to resource instances and the order at which mapped
work-elements are processed. An overview of the scheduling
approaches described in this subsection is provided in Table
5.
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Problem
Cluster
Scheduling

Reference
Mao et al.
[80]

Learning
reinforcement

Approach
GNN + custom
policy network

Wireless
edge
content
scheduling

Wang et al.
[81], [82]

reinforcement

A3C network
based

Packet
scheduling
multi-path
TCP

Zhang et al.
[83]

reinforcement

LSTM + DQN

Scheduling
Performance summary
Learns scheduling policy by exploiting
workload structure. Outperforms baseline heuristics on their performance
metrics.
Improves QoE by 30% and reduces
penalty (computation + bandwidth
cost) by 35% compared to baseline
heuristics.
Outperforms baseline methods (round
robin, MinRTT [83], BLEST [93],
DEMS [94]). Improves goodput by
10%-20% compared to MinRTT.

Remarks
Generalizes to arbitrary job DAG shapes
and sizes. Scales to unbounded input arrival
sequences. Applicability extends to use as
CPU or memory scheduler.
Centralized system. Optimizes for personalized QoE. Generalizes to unseen traffic and
different edge capacities. Train and tested
on one network with real data. Re-train
required to for different networks.
Train and tested on a two-node network
with two subflows. Adapts to different
network delays and variances in
bandwidth.

TABLE 5: Representative approaches implementing previously addressed ML algorithms for solving scheduling problems within networking.

1) Cluster Job Scheduling

Data processing clusters provide users with computing power
to process their workloads (jobs). Each job consists of
processing stages (in turn consisting of several tasks) connected by input-output dependencies, which allow jobs to
be modeled as direct acyclic graphs (DAGs). The goal of
the cluster scheduler is to assign jobs’ stages to available
resource instances (executors). It must be able to scale to
thousands of jobs and hundreds of machines, thus deciding
among potentially hundreds of configurations per job. This
may lead to larger problem sizes compared to conventional
reinforcement learning applications like game-playing. Even
relaxing the problem to DAGs having homogeneous tasks or
an independent set of heterogeneous tasks leads to an NPhard problem [95].
Mao et al. [80] developed a method to learn workloadspecific scheduling algorithms used by a cluster scheduler.
The authors argue that current approaches are inefficient
since they rely on the use of simple and generalized heuristics
and ignore the rich and easily-available job structure for performing scheduling decisions. Mao et al. [80] propose Decima, a reinforcement learning scheduling agent that combines
a GNN to process job and cluster information, and a policy
network responsible for making the scheduling decisions. For
realizing this, Decima overcomes three challenges: process
state information in a scalable manner, efficiently explore a
vast space of scheduling decisions and deal with continuous
stochastic job arrivals. Scalability of state information processing is achieved through the use of a GNN responsible
for encoding the environment state information through a
set of three different types of embedding vectors: per-node
embeddings (capture information about a DAG node and its
neighbors), per-job embedding (aggregate information across
a DAG) and a global embedding (summary of per-job embeddings). Embeddings are computed by message-passing operations from leaves of the direct acyclic graphs to its parent
nodes. In contrast to conventional GNN architectures [23],
Decima adds a second non-linear transformation to the conventional node embedding operation. For training, stochastic
continuous job arrival is supported by terminating initial
training episodes early and gradually increasing the episode
VOLUME 8, 2020

length. Decima was implemented on a 25 node Spark cluster,
whereby the number of executors per node is determined
by the Spark master based on Decima’s output. Experiments
show that Decima reduces average job completion time by at
least 21% on average-load and 200% on high-load case compared to the best performing heuristic (optimized weighted
fair scheduling [80]). Decima was also tested for CPU and
memory-scheduling and outperforms prior schemes, such as
Graphene [95], by at least 30%. Scalability with respect to
both the number of jobs to be processed and variations in jobs
workload structure is assured by the use of GNN to generate
embedding vectors at different abstraction levels. Scalability
is complemented by instantiating a Decima agent for each
application generating jobs. In contrast to heuristic methods,
the ability of Decima to exploit workload structure ensures
adaptability to unseen jobs. Furthermore, its adaptation for
CPU and memory-scheduling extend the approach applicability to other areas different than cluster scheduling.
2) Edge-Layer Content Scheduling

Scheduling at the edge of wireless infrastructures involves
serving client sessions through different queues at the edgelayer (last-hop link). Here, several numbers of heterogeneous
applications, even within a client, share the same resources
under different channel characteristics for operation. The
problem complexity scales with the number of clients, the
number of queues per device, and the number of edge devices
in the wireless network.
Wang et al. [81], [82] optimize towards personalized Quality of Experience (QoE) in the use-case of crowdsourced
livecast (crowdcast) edge content distribution. Crowdcast is
characterized by highly diverse viewer side content watching
preferences and environments. While some users care more
about channel switching latency, as they browse many channels frequently, fidelity users regularly watch one channel
and are insensitive to it. These aspects make it especially
challenging to accommodate heterogeneous and personalized
QoE. The authors argue that existing edge resource allocation
approaches use predefined rules or model-based heuristics to
make scheduling decisions. Integrating users’ personalized
QoE-demands results in a NP-complete problem [81]. Wang
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et al. [81] developed DeepCast, a reinforcement learning
edge-assisted framework combined with a deep neural network for performing scheduling policy based on real-time
network information to accommodate personalized QoE. The
model learns suitable strategies for scheduling and transcoding using an A3C network model [96]. In DeepCast, the
edge-server receives the high-bitrate content from the content
distribution network, which, if needed, is transcoded (downsampled) at the edge layer before delivering it to the enduser. For evaluation purposes, Wang et al. [81] perform tracedriven experiments by integrating three real-world datasets
comprising viewing, location, and bandwidth information,
respectively. DeepCast aims at minimizing a penalty function that considers QoE, computation cost (from transcoding
operations at the edge), and system bandwidth cost. Served
users are assumed to connect or disconnect dynamically
(online scenario). The results were compared with traditional
content distribution network architecture and other learningbased methods that consider either part of the QoE metrics
or the system cost. In the cases when all the QoE metrics
are included for training, DeepCast outperforms learningbased approaches (DQN considering only a subset of QoE
metrics) by at least 30%. For the optimality analysis, the
authors first compute the optimal analytical solution through
an offline scenario (served users come in periodical batches,
not dynamically) and compare it with results from both DeepCast and an online greedy heuristic that selects best server
and bitrate for each coming user individually. Compared to
the baseline heuristic [97], DeepCast reduces the gap to the
offline-optimum by 35.3% on average. For generalization
analysis, the authors focus on generalization concerning traffic patterns, not network size. Wang et al. [81] consider a new
scenario in which synthetic data is used to train DeepCast,
and real trace data is used for testing purposes. Compared
to the online heuristic [97], DeepCast reduces the penalty
by 5% to 10% in this generalization scenario. Although the
authors analyze the impact of the edge capacity, the ratios of
the penalty weights in the penalty function, and the learning
model (A3C network vs. DQN) in DeepCast performance,
the impact of the network size is not addressed. Network size
has a direct influence in the state space and action space that
needs to be processed. The authors suggest that DeepCast
can be deployed at each regional server requiring a small
overhead in training update.

delay and capacity), which may require a long buffer queue
at the receiver to reorganize received packets.
Zhang et al. [83] introduce a learning-based scheduler
that adapts to dynamic heterogeneous network environments.
They argue that current approaches are far from optimal,
since they lack self-adaptivity and optimize only towards
a specific performance metric, e.g., minimizing head-ofline blocking, or utilize simple heuristics, e.g., prioritizing
subflows with shortest RTT. The authors propose a reinforcement learning based Scheduler (ReLeS) that learns the control policy for packet scheduling through a neural network.
ReLeS uses stacked LSTM networks to extract features over
a look-back of k past states. These are then fed to a policy
network that outputs the data split ratios among the different
subflows. ReLeS is trained asynchronously and iteratively
offline after observing the reward of scheduling decisions
performed online. The reward function is designed to address
network heterogeneity challenges and aims at maximizing
aggregated bandwidth among subflows while minimizing
average packet delay and the number of lost packets during training. ReLeS evaluation is performed using a single source-destination pair with two subflows. Results are
compared with existing schedulers such as MinRTT (default
scheduler for multi-path TCP), Round Robin, BLEST [93],
and DEMS [94]. ReLeS outperforms these schedulers in most
cases, with a 10%-20% increase of goodput compared to
MinRTT. Since the network output represents the split rations
between the subflows of source-destination pair, it suggests
that either one ReLeS is trained for each source-destination
pair or that all source-destination pair must have the same
number of subflows, thus limiting scalability with respect
to the number of subflows. Moreover, the authors demonstrated ReLeS’s adaptability to changing network delays and
variances of bandwidth while maintaining good performance
compared to baseline methods.
C. RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Resource allocation is the process by which network resources (e.g., memory, CPU, or bandwidth) are provisioned
to fulfill applications’ requests or requirements. It can be
understood as a previous step to the scheduling action. An
overview of the resource allocation approaches described in
this subsection is provided in Table 6.
1) Virtual Network Function Orchestration

3) Packet Scheduling

A further instance of scheduling is present when assigning
packets from the same data source to different paths connecting a source-destination node pair within the network,
as is the case of multi-path TCP when the routes are known a
priori. The scheduler then determines the number of packets
distributed among the possible subflows for each of the
sessions. The problem scales with the number of sessions
and their respective subpaths. It is even more challenging
when considering network heterogeneity due to possible
substantial differences across multiple subpaths (in terms of
22

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) allows for separating
the provisioning of network functions, e.g., firewall, from
traditional network appliances (hardware) through virtualization towards reducing operational and capital expenses.
In practical terms, a VNF is typically instantiated on one
or several virtual machines, one for each VNF component,
that may be horizontally or vertically scaled. Sequentially
coupling several VNFs is referred to as Service Function
Chaining (SFC). In SFC, resources from a VNF component
may depend on its adjacent VNF components, and its sequential nature allows them to be modeled as a forward graph.
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Resource allocation
Performance summary
Predicts VNF component resource
requirements. Able to improve system
performance on evaluated use-case.

Problem
VNF
deployment

Reference
Mijumbi et al.
[84], [85]

Learning
supervised

Approach
GNN based

Network
slicing in
edge
computing
Fog
computing

Liu et al.
[86]

reinforcement

DQN based

2x to 4x orders of magnitude improvement compared to traffic aware resource
orchestration baseline

Remarks
Trained on a five-node graph. Scalability to
larger topologies may be limited by
memory constraints. Generalizes to unseen
data (90% test accuracy).
Decentralized: multiple agents coordinated
by one. Scales to different network sizes
and number of slices.

Mseddi et al.
[87]

reinforcement

DQN based

Delivers close to optimal solutions while
outperforming nearest and random fog
node association [87].

Increasing load results in longer training.
Better generalization to different mobility
scenarios (compared to baseline methods)

TABLE 6: Representative approaches implementing previously addressed ML algorithms for solving resource allocation problems within networking.

Mijumbi et al. [84], [85] address the issue of autonomously, efficiently, and dynamically allocating physical
resources to VNFs. The authors argue that several approaches
have been proposed for VNF placement, but not for the
dynamic allocation of their resources. As the load on a single
VNF can vary over time, there is a need for dynamic and
automated scaling of resources, while considering the topological information on how the VNFs are connected within
the SFC. Mijumbi et al. [84], [85] propose an automatic and
topology-aware approach to manage VNF resources within
SFC based on GNN, a VNF forward graph. The use of GNN
forms a connectionist approach, allowing each VNF component to consider resource utilization from neighboring VNF
components to manage resources. Each VNF component is
modeled as a node in a GNN composed of two parametric
functions, each implemented by a neural network. The first
models the dependence of a VNF component resource requirements from that of its neighbors, whereas the second
forecasts resource requirements of the VNF component. The
goal of each of these neural network pairs is to learn, in a
supervised manner, the trend of resource requirements of the
VNF component that they model [84], [85]. Once trained,
both neural networks of each VNF component predict future
resource requirements, allowing the system to perform vertical or horizontal scaling of virtual machines dynamically.
The authors evaluated their approach on a system implementing a single VNF forward graph consisting of six nodes,
each representing a VNF component hosted in one or several
virtual machines. They argue that while they performed their
experiments on only one VNF forward graph, their approach
is scalable to any number of VNFs as long as an SFC’s
topology can be created. Only horizontal scaling of virtual
machines was considered based on CPU utilization predictions, where the last 20 observations on a VNF component
were used to predict the resource requirements for 20 timesteps in the future. The system is able to achieve a 90%
prediction accuracy on the test set after training using the
backpropagation through time algorithm. The results were
compared to the static scenario (i.e., no scaling at all) and to
a manually programmed deployment (i.e., scaling based on
fixed thresholds). Their system reduces the processing delay
by 27% and calls drop rate by 29% in the observed use-case.
VOLUME 8, 2020

The authors recognize the further improvement in terms of
test accuracy to better generalize to unseen training examples
and conjecture that including the effect of traffic arrivals in
the prediction might improve the accuracy and adaptability
of the system. Furthermore, Mijumbi et al. [84] suggest
studying the applicability of their solution on larger SFCs,
since there might be memory limitations for representing
VNF component states in those cases.
2) Network Slicing

Resource allocation for network slicing allows for multiple
logical networks (i.e., slices), each with its performance
requirements, to run on top of a shared physical network. It
is of particular interest in 5G networks, where heterogeneous
services with highly diverse performance requirements (e.g.,
delay, bandwidth, and reliability) must be accommodated in
a scalable and cost-efficient manner.
Liu et al. [86] present a decentralized deep reinforcement
learning approach for slicing wireless edge computing networks, EdgeSlice. According to the authors, existing works
on multi-resource allocation are not efficient since it is
generally assumed that resources are allocated according to
certain ratios, e.g., between radio spectrum and computing
resources. EdgeSlice consists of multiple distributed agents
that learn the orchestration policy under the coordination of
a centralized performance coordinator. Each agent is placed
on a set of network infrastructures, consisting of base stations
and edge servers, and operates on a second-based timescale.
The central performance coordinator ensures the fulfillment
of both system capacity and service level agreement, operating on a much larger timescale. Decentralized agents in
EdgeSlice are trained using deep deterministic policy gradient [98], which trains an actor and a critic network, both
implemented by a DQN. Liu et al. prototyped EdgeSlice on a
system composed of a RAN with two eNodeBs (operating
at different frequency bands), six OpenFlow switches as
transport network, a core network (one desktop computer),
and two edge servers. Orchestration agents and performance
coordinator were implemented in the core network. Both
actor and critic networks of the orchestration agent are composed of a two-layer fully-connected neural network, trained
offline using a simulated network environment. The use-case
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for evaluation is that of a mobile application offloading a
computation task (object detection video analysis) to the edge
server, where each of the two network slices uses different frame resolution. EdgeSlice is compared to the trafficaware resource orchestration algorithm and EdgeSlice-NT
(a simplified version that does not use queue length of network slices in the state description of the model). EdgeSlice
obtains a 3.69x and 2.74x improvement on system performance (slice dependent metrics such as latency, throughput,
queue status) over traffic-aware resource orchestration and
Edgeslice-NT, respectively. Furthermore, the authors study
the degree of scalability in a simulated environment by increasing both the number of network infrastructures (regions
composed of edge servers and base stations) and the number
of network slices using a telecommunication network trace
dataset. EdgeSlice is able to generalize to the network size
when increasing the number of network infrastructures without notably sacrificing performance [86], but not when increasing the number of network slices. However, the system
still outperforms traffic-aware resource orchestration on both
scenarios. Moreover, the results, both with the prototyped and
the simulated environment, suggest that the system is able to
adapt to different applications and traffic characteristics.
3) Computing Resources in Wireless Networks

Fog layer devices (e.g., vehicles, access points, routers) can
communicate and cooperate to perform storage and processing tasks. The behavior of these fog nodes is highly dynamic
since nodes can arbitrarily go online-offline, their resource
availability changes drastically over time, and additional mobility patterns of some devices (e.g., vehicles, smartphones)
need to be considered.
Mseddi et al. [87] propose a deep reinforcement learning
based online resource allocation approach for dynamic fog
computing. According to the authors, current learning approaches for online resource allocation are either developed
for cloud computing or ignore mobility and workload variations of the fog nodes. The authors provide a mathematical
problem description, which can be proven to be NP-hard,
and employ a DQN to solve it, integrating mobility and
computing resource availability of fog devices. The state of
the proposed framework includes the resource requirements
for a given user request, as well as the current state of all
fog nodes. The action returned by the DQN corresponds to
the fog node index, indicating where to offload the computation. The model aims at maximizing the number of satisfied
user requests subject to QoS requirements (predefined delay
threshold) and limitations of fog nodes. Mseddi et al. [87]
evaluate their model on real-world data over a broad mobility spectrum, including stationary (roadside units), slowmoving (pedestrians walking), and fast-moving (cars and
passengers in buses and trains) fog nodes. The evaluation
results are compared to two baseline methods [87] (nearest
fog node allocation and random fog node allocation) and to
the optimal solution obtained by solving with CPLEX. In
the static scenario, all approaches lie close to the optimal
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solution, but the introduction of dynamic scenarios degrades
system performance. However, the approach outperforms
baseline methods, having a 10% degradation to the optimal
solution compared to at least 25% degradation of baseline
methods. The proposed approach faces some limitations in
terms of scalability. First, both state and action of the proposed framework are dependent on the number of fog nodes
in the network. Moreover, the training iterations required
for convergence increases significantly with the traffic load,
which the authors attribute to a higher dimensional system,
but no concrete metric is provided as to which extent. The
approach main advantage is its adaptation to different mobility scenarios, where it reached the closest to optimal solution
compared to the two baseline methods.
D. DISCUSSION

Analyzing the surveyed research contributions, we observe
that machine learning approaches at large are capable of
outperforming baseline approaches in terms of optimal performance. Important design criteria (Section IV) related to
scalability, adaptability, and ability to generalize over unseen
input are in this set of surveyed work evaluated to a varying degree, with emphasis on scalability and generalization
abilities.
We also see that in our list of works, GNN is the dominating approach followed by deep reinforcement learning
(Table 3). Although the list is non-exhaustive, we believe this
is indicatory of how today’s machine learning approaches
for networks are primarily designed. Scalability is an essential aspect of networking, and the application of GNN is a
key enabler to achieve that - moreover, networks are ultimately discrete event systems, well matching the properties
of reinforcement learning approaches. Further, we observe
a tendency that reinforcement learning algorithms appear
to be more widely applied than supervised learning. One
explanatory factor from the perspective of machine learning
methods design is that adaptability and generalizability (and
altogether robustness to perturbation and unseen data) can be
inherently incorporated in reinforcement learning algorithms,
compared to supervised learning. Further, in comparison with
reinforcement learning approaches, supervised learning generally requires labeled input that also adheres to the problem
instance and puts stronger requirements on the availability of
enough data to generalize over, which is often not the case in
a practical setting. Although networking infrastructures and
services generate large volumes of data, preprocessing and
labeling takes substantial efforts - hence, supervised learning methods are generally less applicable to many resource
management problems and practical settings.
From the perspective of algorithm execution times, it is
less clear whether machine learning algorithms are generally
faster than baseline heuristics or solvers (such as CPLEX).
However, although the execution time relates to the problem
size and data volume (e.g., [87]), most of the applied machine
learning approaches can be run by parallelized algorithm
execution, if required for the practical conditions at hand.
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Finally, the set of illustrative machine learning approaches
for resource management in networks is limited to only a few
methods, in comparison to what has been shown available in
Section IV. With awareness of applicable methods evaluated
in other domains, we see that advances in solving many
different resource management problems could benefit from
broadening the set of applied machine learning approaches
for combinatorial optimization that have been evaluated with
promising results. Moreover, systematic evaluation of several
important design aspects for machine learning, primarily
concerning scalability, adaptability, and generalization, is
essential to ensure practical applicability of the worked-out
solutions.
VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Combinatorial optimization problems on graphs are
paramount for numerous and diverse practical domains.
Therefore, such problems need to be solved efficiently
in terms of execution time and optimality of the results.
Furthermore, as they arise recurrently, it is desirable to
automate the design of such algorithms. We surveyed the
potential of machine learning approaches for achieving these
goals. Reinforcement learning and supervised learning are
competitive to each other, considering performance results
on combinatorial optimization tasks. Learning structures
that emerge as contemporary solutions to such demanding
problems are attention mechanisms and graph neural networks. Promising results in terms of optimality, run time, and
generalization have already been obtained with some of the
surveyed machine learning approaches. Nevertheless, for the
learning algorithms to become a standard tool for overcoming
combinatorial optimization challenges, future research must
comprehensively address several relevant aspects: scalability,
adaptability, generalization, run time, and automation (we
discussed them at length). For practical purposes, distributed
machine learning is also essential for the successful implementation of machine learning for combinatorial optimization in applied domains such as the networking. These
questions are high on the machine learning research agenda.
However, considering the progress made in the past few years
in solving combinatorial optimization problems by learning
algorithms, we could expect practically applicable machine
learning models to be innovated within this active research
field in the foreseen future.
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APPENDIX. COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEMS ON GRAPHS

TSP. The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is defined by
a set of cities and the goal is to find the shortest path (the
VOLUME 8, 2020

route with minimum cost) that visits each city only once and
returns to the starting point (initial city). Formally, TSP is
defined on an undirected edge-weight graph G = hV, Ei,
where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges connecting
the nodes in V to be visited and w(e) is the weight (cost)
of edge e. The set of feasible solutions F is composed by
all edge subsets that determine a Hamiltonian cycle6 , and
the objective value c(f ) to be minimized is the sum of the
weights P
w(e) of all edges e ∈ E in a solution f ∈ F :
c(f ) = e∈E w(e). The TSP problem arises in several practical domains, most notably transportation, communication
networks, scheduling, planning, and as noted by Vinyals et
al. [13] in microchip design or DNA sequencing too. TSP
can be solved by dynamic programming in O(|V |2 2|V | ) time.
The time complexity of TSP and its variations is discussed
in detail by Gutin and Punnen in [99] within the scope of
exponential neighborhoods and domination analysis.
VRP. The Vehicular Routing Problem (VRP) is a common
extension to the TSP. In this setting, the aim is to find the
optimal sequence of nodes (cities) such that the total tour cost
(length of the route, time, or number of vehicles among other
possible criteria) is minimized while all other constraints
such as capacity remain fulfilled. In its basic form, each node
is visited only once by only one vehicle with a finite capacity.
A complete graph is given G = hV, Ei, where one of the
nodes v ∈ V is the depot, and the rest are cities to be visited.
The weight of an edge w(e) reflects its cost. A demand is
associated with each node and the capacity of a vehicle is at
least as large as a node demand. The goal
P (as in the TSP case)
is to minimise the total cost: c(f ) = e∈E w(e) subject to
the aforementioned constraints. Vidal et al. in [100] survey
VRP (including meta-heuristics) and evaluate the computational complexity of some specific VRP solutions.
MaxCut. Maximum Cut (MaxCut): Given an undirected
graph G = hV, Ei and non-negative weights wij = wji ≥ 0
of the edges (i, j) ∈ E, find the subset of vertices S ∈ V that
maximizes the weight of the edges in the cut (S, S̄); that is,
the weight of the edgesP
that connect a node in S with a node
in S̄: max w(S, S̄) = i∈S,j ∈S
/ wij . The problem, as noted
by Barret et al. [54], can appear in different applied domains
such as computational biophysics (protein folding, which
has implications to medicine), finance (investment portfolio
optimization) and physics. The time-complexity of the simple MaxCut problem has been evaluated by Bodlaender and
Jansen in [101] for various special classed of graphs. The
authors prove that simple MaxCut problem can be solved in
O(|V |) time on graphs with constant bounded treewidth and
that there exists an O(|V |2 ) algorithm on cographs (see [101]
for a mathematical definition of a cograph).
MVC. Minimum Vertex Cover (MVC): Given an undirected graph G = hV, Ei, find the smallest subset of nodes
Vc ⊆ V such that each edge in the graph e ∈ E is
incident to at least one node in the selected set v ∈ Vc .
6 A Hamiltonian cycle is a closed tour on a graph, which involves visiting
every node exactly once.
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In other words, every edge has at least one endpoint in the
vertex cover Vc . Such a set covers all edges e ∈ E of G.
A minimal vertex cover corresponds to the complement of
maximal independent vertex set (defined below). MVC arises
in the field of biochemistry and biology [8], for instance. For
an idea of the worst time complexity of the Vertex Cover
(VC) problem and some recent improvements on the upper
bound, see the work of Chen et al. [8]. Specifically, Chen
et al. propose an O(1.2738k + kn)-time polynomial-space
parametrization algorithm for VC.
MC. Maximal Clique (MC): Given an undirected graph7
G = hV, Ei, find the largest subset of vertices (nodes)
C ⊆ V that form a clique. A clique of G is a complete8
subgraph of G. In other words, MC is the largest subset of
nodes in which every node is directly connected to every
other node in the subset. An MC cannot be extended by
adding one more adjacent node, that is, it is not a subset
of a larger clique. The MC problem can be encountered
in many diverse applications such as in clustering and in
bioinformatics (in problems related to molecular structures).
There are evolutionary algorithms that implement heuristics
for MC such as those proposed by Guo et al. [102].
MIS. Maximal Independent Set (MIS): Given an undirected graph G = hV, Ei, find the largest subset of vertices
U ⊆ V in which no two are connected by an edge; that is, for
any vertex pair (ui , uj ) in U , (ui , uj ) ∈
/ E. MIS finds application in classification, coding theory, geometry, and VLSI
design among other [103]. Exact algorithms for the MIS
problem have been developed by Xiao and Nagamochi [104],
for instance, who propose a 1.1736|V | |V |O(1) -time algorithm
for MIS in a graph with |V | nodes and degree bounded by 5.
A recent heuristic algorithm for solving MIS with an absolute
accuracy estimate and time-complexity O(|V |2 |E|) has been
proposed by Gainanov et al. [105]. Das et al. [103] discuss
various evolutionary approached for solving MIS (without
evaluating their complexity).
MCP. Maximum Coverage Problem (MCP): The unweighted MCP is defined as follows. Given a set of sets U =
∪m
n=1 Sn and a number k, select at most k sets Si1 , Si2 , ..., Sik
from U such that the number of covered elements, i.e., the
cardinality of the union of the sets | ∪kj=1 Sij |, is maximized.
Observe that the sets in U may have some elements in
common. A budget version of the MCP reads as follows.
Given a bipartite graph over two sets of nodes V = V1 ∪ V2
and a budget b, select a subset of nodes S ∈ V1 , |S| = b
such that a maximum number of nodes from V2 have at
least one neighbor from S. Examples of heuristic algorithms
devised for MCP are discussed by Chandu [106] and of metaheuristics by Bilal et al. [107], who evaluate the run time of
the algorithms under various experimental settings.
GC. Graph Coloring (GC): Given an undirected graph,
find the minimum number of colors with which the nodes
can be colored such that no edge connects two nodes with
7 An undirected graph has bidirectional edges in contrast to directed
graphs, where edges can be traversed only in one direction.
8 In a complete graph, each pair of nodes is connected with a unique edge.
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the same color. The problem arises in planning, scheduling,
and allocation, to name a few. The graph coloring problem
can be mapped to the scheduling problem by representing the
objects to be scheduled by nodes. An edge connects every
two nodes that cannot share the same resources. Different
algorithms, including meta-heuristics such as hill climbing,
simulated annealing, tabu search, and genetic algorithms,
are reviewed and evaluated by Wang and Xu [108]. Fromin
et al. [109] develop an exact algorithm for the decision
version of GC. The algorithm has O(1.7272|V | ) run time
on the number of nodes |V | for deciding if a graph is 4colorable. One primary result achieved by Shimizu and Mori
is a polynomial-space quantum algorithm for the graph 20coloring problem with run time O(1.9575|V | ).
SAT. Satisfiability Problem (SAT): Consider a Boolean
(propositional) logic expression consisting of Boolean variables, parentheses, and the operators AND (conjunction), OR
(disjunction), and NOT (negation). A literal is (a negation of)
a Boolean variable. A clause is a disjunction of literals. A
Boolean expression is a finite conjunction of clauses. The
SAT problem consists of finding a Boolean assignment to
all variables such that the given expression is true, or that
no such assignment exists. Satisfiability solvers are used as
a general-purpose tool in various domains such as combinational equivalence checking, model checking, automatic
test-pattern generation, planning and genetics, scheduling,
and combinatorics [19]. An evolutionary (meta-heuristic)
algorithm is proposed by Bougachi et al. in [110] and its run
time extensively evaluated.
KP. The Knapsack Problem consists of a knapsack with a
finite capacity W and a set O = {o1 , o2 , ..., on } of n objects,
each of which is associated with a weight wj ≤ W and a
profit pj . The capacity W , weight wj and profit pj , without
loss of generality, are assumed to beP
non-negative integers
n
W, wj , pj ∈ Z + , j = 1, ..., n and j=1 wj > W . The
set of feasible solutions F is formed by all object subsets
Fi such that the sum of the weights of the elements in Fi
does not exceed W . The objective function value c(f ) to
be maximized is the sum P
of the profits of all objects in a
solution Fi ∈ F : c(f ) = j∈F pj . The knapsack problem
is a resource allocation with constraints problem that arises
within various domains. A general (financial) formulation is:
given a budget select the (maximum number of) items to
purchase. In wireless networks, for instance, the budget is
the set of available radio resources, and the ‘items’ are the
data packets that need to be served (sent) with the objective
to maximize the number of packets sent. Other areas where
KP arises are cryptography and computer security. KP can be
solved by dynamic programming in O(nW ) time. Ezugwu
et al. [111] evaluate meta-heuristic algorithms for the 0–1
KP in terms of the quality of the obtained solutions and
computational time. The authors conclude that branch and
bound as well as dynamic programming are superior to
genetic algorithms, simulated annealing and greedy search
with dynamic programming being slightly more optimal yet
slightly slower than branch and bound.
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